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ABSTRACT 
In recent years, the development of directed energy systems has greatly increased, 

but a majority of the systems still lack the desired compactness for field application.  The 

pulsed ring-down antenna has become of great interest due to its compact size and peak 

power on target potential.  A pulsed ring-down antenna operates by charging the single 

element antenna with a high potential source and then closing a switch to develop 

transient wave reflections on the antenna. Typical CW case analysis does not apply in 

this case.  Since these systems are fairly new in study, it is often difficult to predict the 

overall performance without experimental evaluation.  For this reason, we have 

constructed a simulation model that allows us to predict the transient behavior of the 

structure.  By utilizing the Comsol RF module transient analysis functions, we are able to 

characterize various parameters of different antennas, beginning with a dipole pulsed 

ring-down antenna operating around the 100 MHz range.  After examining the simulated 

results against the experimental results for accuracy, we then moved to more complicated 

Mesoband antenna structures.  The simulation model developed within the COMSOL RF 

module allows us to examine various influential factors such as material losses, transient 

switching effects, structure capacitance, switch capacitance, and initial charging losses.  

With this, we are able to examine methods to improve the results in the far field such as 

capacitive spark gap loading and other capacitive storage methods.  Utilizing the pulsed 

ring-down antenna model, we are able to give a better characterization of mesoband 

pulsed ring-down structures for implementation into a specific or multi-purpose phased 

array system. Several of these structures were then constructed, tested, and characterized 

based upon far field performance.  Once the optimal antenna was determined, a five 
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element phased array was constructed.  Initially, the phased array is designed to operate 

at two different phase angles via delay lines.  Future systems may incorporate dynamic 

phase shifting by other means based upon these initial results.  With the tools and initial 

measurements now available, the design of a pulsed ring-down phased array can easily be 

completed. 
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   CHAPTER I 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 In today’s technologically advanced society, the need to focus on interrupting or 

destroying electrical systems is a key strategy to non-lethal  defense systems. Most 

relevant systems including communications, guidance systems, computers, vehicle 

management, and handheld devices all require the use of electronic components.  All 

these systems can be interrupted for brief periods or even permanently disabled by the 

application of an intense electromagnetic field in the vicinity of the system.  The 

application of these fields can either be a single large pulse or a series of lower amplitude 

pulses, and can be generated from a variety of devices that are classified as High Power 

Microwave (HPM) devices.  An HPM device generates highly focused and intense 

electromagnetic waves which can cause electrical breakdown to occur across a device or 

surface.  This type of effect usually renders the device permanently disabled or severely 

damaged beyond normal operation.  Typical HPM devices include, but are not limited to, 

Magnetrons, Klystrons, Gyrotrons, Backward Wave Oscillators (BWOs), Vircators, and 

Ultrawideband antenna systems [01].  These devices are relevant to many types of 

applications, ranging from biomedical treatment alternatives to in-field military usage.   

For military applications, HPM devices can be used for a variety of applications.  

For ease of explanation, there are two different categories which these various 

applications can be classified as.  They are HPM defense systems, and 

conventional/alternative HPM systems.  Conventional/alternatives HPM systems are 

systems similar to high power radar systems (conventional) used in detecting aircrafts, 
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ships, or other objects.  In space applications, power beaming (alternative) is another 

method to power spacecraft or to beam renewable solar energy to the surface [01].   

 HPM defense systems are systems which are used for defensive purposes such as 

low level missile defense for aircraft, jamming of communications/devices, deterring in 

field advancement or attack, and even controlled remote neutralization of munitions or 

explosive devices [01], [02], [03].  Examples of some of these systems are the E-bomb 

shown in Figure 1.1, a conceptual single use, HPM radiator released from an aircraft, or 

the active denial system shown in Figure 1.2, a continuous wave (CW) moderate power 

radiator placed upon a vehicle. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: E-bomb: HPM single use radiator released from an aircraft (concept) [04]. 
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Figure 1.2: Active Denial System mounted on a vehicle: HPM non-lethal weapon [01]. 
 

In recent years, there has been an increased interest in high power radiating 

systems, mainly high power pulsed systems like Impulse Radiating Antennas (IRAs).  A 

majority of these high power radiating systems operate as hypoband (narrowband) or 

hyperband (broadband) sources but very few operate as a mesoband (moderate band) 

source.  There are several benefits for utilizing each of the different types of sources 

mentioned, such as; hypoband sources typically have high power output levels but only at 

a single wavelength, and hyperband sources operate over multiple wavelengths but have 

reduced power levels at these frequencies.  Mesoband sources lie in between where the 

bandwidth is narrower than the hyperband sources but has power output levels similar to 

the hypoband sources.  The source classification is dependent upon the ratio between the 

highest and lowest operating frequencies, which is defined as the band ratio (Br).   
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Table 1.1 shows the classification of each type of source in relation to operational band 

ratio [05], [06]. 

 

Table 1.1:  Source classification by bandwidth 
Band Type Band Ratio (fhigh/flow) 

Hypoband Br ≤ 1.01 

Mesoband 1.01 < Br ≤ 3 

Sub-hyperband 3 < Br ≤ 10 

Hyperband Br ≥ 10 

 

 Classifying systems is very complex but the classification can be simplified by 

examining the measured electric field signal.  For example, examining the Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) of a pulse function shows that the frequency content is very broad 

(Hyperband).  On the other hand, examining the FFT of a continuous sinusoidal signal 

shows that the frequency content is very narrow (Hypoband), and is typically at a single 

frequency.  Figure 1.3 shows the transformation from the time domain to the frequency 

domain and how the signal broadening affects the frequency content.  To achieve a 

bandwidth in between, other types of signals are utilized. Two examples for the 

Mesoband and Sub-hyperband are the damped sinusoidal signal (Mesoband) and the 

bipolar pulse signal (Sub-hyperband). Each type of source classification typically has an 

associated electric field signal, as shown in Figure 1.4.   
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Figure 1.3: Fast Fourier transform of signals demonstrating the broadening/narrowing of 
frequency content [01]. 

 

Figure 1.4: Electric field waveforms corresponding to source classification [01]. 
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Motivation and approach 

Due to the increased interest in high/peak power systems, vast amounts of work 

and effort have been put into increasing the on target values of these HPM devices.  The 

majority of the HPM work began with CW systems, such as radar, and then moved to 

ultra wideband (UWB) systems, but very little work has been seen in the classification 

areas in between these.  Also, since there is a strong desire to make these systems as 

compact as possible, conventional systems cannot be utilized.  For this reason, a new 

system design was greatly desired and needed.  Focusing primarily on the Mesoband 

operating region and in the hundreds of Megahertz (MHz) frequency range, the pulsed 

ring-down antenna was built.  A pulsed ring-down antenna operates by charging the 

single element antenna with a high potential source and then closing a switch in between 

the two elements of the antenna to develop a transient wave on the antenna.  The pulsed 

ring-down antenna showed significant results from the initial design but required further 

optimization to be functional [07].  Also, to increase functionality and on target peak 

power levels, the idea of implementing these types of radiating structures into a phased 

array came into consideration.  By implementing the pulsed rind-down antennas into a 

phased array, theoretically the peak power is multiplied by the number of elements and 

the system can become highly directive with beam steering capabilities.   

In order to optimize the pulsed ring-down antenna so that it may be implemented 

into a phased array, several steps must be taken.  Ideally, due to the advancement in 

computer simulation software and computing power, a simulation model of the pulsed 

ring-down antennas would be very beneficial for future designs.  Although, since the 

pulsed ring-down antennas do not follow standard CW operation parameters, CW case 
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simulation packages would not suffice.  The pulsed ring-down antenna requires a time 

domain analysis since every antenna type is going to respond differently due to the 

various electrical properties of the structure (i.e. capacitances, wave reflection points, 

resonant sections, etc.)  For this reason, the COMSOL RF module package was chosen in 

order to construct a basic simulation model.  Once a reliable simulation model is 

constructed, the model will then be used to give an estimated performance evaluation of 

various antenna structures which will then be physically constructed and tested.  This will 

allow better understanding of pulsed ring-down antenna operation and also save time 

during experimental testing.  Since there are many factors that a software package cannot 

account for, such as corona effects, switch losses, and jitter, experimental testing and 

characterization must be performed.   

   The testing and characterization of each type of single element pulsed ring-

down antenna will give the end user a quick guide to what would be applicable to 

implement in a phased array system.  In order to characterize each antenna properly, a 

performance evaluation over the entire possible operating regime is desired.  For DC 

charging, it is very difficult to prevent electrical breakdown above 75 kV due to the 

compactness of the structures. Also, very little energy is radiated at voltages below 15 kV 

and is susceptible to measurement noise.   For these reasons, the performance evaluation 

of the single element antennas will be set to 15 kV to 75 kV DC charging voltage.   

Once the characterization is completed, the optimal (or one of the optimal) 

antenna structures will then be implemented into a basic phased array system.  The 

design of the phased array will be based upon conventional phased array design, allowing 

a comparison between pulsed ring-down operation and basic CW operation.  From these 
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results, we will be able to determine the overall functionality of the pulsed ring-down 

antenna.  Figure 1.5 shows the proposed project path for the implementation of the pulsed 

ring-down antenna into a phased array. 

 

 

Figure 1.5: Proposed system design path: Pulsed ring-down phased array system. 
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CHAPTER II 

2. MODELING OF A SINGLE ELEMENT PULSED RING-DOWN ANTENNA 
A simplistic approach to understanding the operation of the pulsed ring-down 

antenna is to use a transmission line method analysis.  The pulsed ring-down antenna 

utilizes a spark gap that is placed either between the antenna and ground (monopole) or 

between the two antenna elements (dipole).  The antenna structure is then charged to a 

high potential until the spark gap either self breaks or is triggered for discharge.  This 

discharge then creates a transient wave which propagates along the antenna, radiating at 

the physically designed frequency or frequencies (log periodic).  A basic dipole antenna 

with the spark gap is shown in Figure 2.1.  The total radiated energy, Q factor, and wave 

shape become dependent upon the switch characteristics and the overall stored energy, 

which is proportional to the total capacitance of the antenna structure and the spark gap.  

For small systems, the spark gap capacitance is much larger than the antenna capacitance, 

thus becoming the primary source of stored energy for driving the antenna.  To better 

understand the effects of stored energy and switch characteristics upon the pulsed ring-

down antenna, a simulation was constructed utilizing the basic time domain Maxwell 

equations within the COMSOL Radio Frequency (RF) module.   
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Figure 2.1: Basic dipole pulsed ring-down antenna utilizing a spark gap with Bruce 
profile electrodes. 

 

For a simulated model of the pulsed ring-down antenna to be accurate, it needs to 

be able to account for the proper stored energy before switching and the basic closing 

switch parameters during switching.  Only then can the far field RF wave propagation be 

accurate and comparable to experimental measurements. 
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COMSOL RF module 
The COMSOL software package is a physics based modular package and is set up 

to allow the user to utilize modules specific to their application but also maintain free 

control of the basic physics equations.  The COMSOL software is divided up into 

separate modules which each having their own specific application.  The COMSOL 

Multiphysics module is designed for basic physics models where the basic physics 

equations apply (i.e. the wave equation).  Other modules go into more direct applications, 

such as the RF and AC/DC modules.  The RF module is a differential Maxwell equation 

based software package that applies to changing RF fields and currents.  The AC/DC 

module also utilizes Maxwell’s equation but is designed for low frequency to static (DC) 

conditions.  The COMSOL software package has various other modules ranging from 

thermodynamics and fluids to Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS).  Initially, the 

ideal approach was to join the RF and AC/DC modules to properly model the pulsed 

ring-down antennas.  As work progressed, several problems had arisen and left us to 

strictly utilize the RF module.   

The COMSOL RF module is designed to where the simulation problem fits within 

two major categories: Propagation of electromagnetic waves and propagation of light.  

From here, the simulation problem lies within one of three subcategories: Harmonic 

analysis, Transient analysis, and Eigenfrequency/eigenmode analysis.  Since the pulsed 

ring-down antennas are electromagnetic wave devices, they would lie within the main 

category of the propagation of electromagnetic waves module.  The subsections are 

divided up into what domain the user will solve the simulation problem in, but all three 
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types utilize the same fundamental equations, Maxwell’s equations.  Appendix A shows 

the applied equations that form the foundation of the COMSOL RF module simulation 

package. 

Utilizing these various equations, the pulsed ring-down can be simulated in a 3-D 

environment.  Although, it is desirable to reduce the number of unknowns which have to 

be solved for, which some assumptions can be made.  For instance, a simplistic geometry 

model does not require simulation in a 3-D environment, especially when there is an axis 

of symmetry within the structure.  From here, the simulation can be reduced to a 2-D or 

even a 2-D axial symmetric model, greatly reducing the volume from which the equations 

above need to be solved.  Also, for a simplistic structure that only radiates on a single 

plane, specific mode solving is also beneficial.  For instance, a basic dipole antenna is 

symmetric along the z-axis (longest length of the structure) and radiates along the z-

plane.  Thus, solving for the φ (phi) plane electric field is arbitrary since its value would 

be zero throughout time.  This also applies to the magnetic field in the r and z planes, thus 

the simulation can be reduced to solve in a TM mode environment.  Taking Maxwell’s 

equations we can then simplify to solve only for what is needed.  

 H(r,z,t)=H ( , , ) H ( , ) j tr z t r z e ω
φ φ=             2.1 

E(r,z,t)=E ( , , ) E ( , , ) (E ( , , ) E ( , , ) ) j t
r r z z r r z zr z t e r z t e r z t e r z t e e ω+ = +         2.2 

Modeling pulsed ring-down antennas 
The COMSOL RF Module is designed for versatility without dealing directly 

with the mathematical equations, but still allows you to add virtually any type of 

mathematical expression to the simulation.  Most importantly, these additional 

mathematical functions can be evaluated within the transient analysis portion of the 
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package.  Since the operation of the pulsed ring-down antenna can only be modeled in the 

time domain, this is a very important attribute.  The most simplistic approach to begin the 

simulation setup is to construct the antenna in a CAD program and then import the 

geometry into the RF module.  This allows a realistic representation of the antenna 

structure to be modeled.  Once the basic operation of the antenna is verified through 

initial simulations, the geometry can then be simplified to improve simulation time and 

allow further in-depth post-processing analysis to be examined.  Figure 2.2 shows the 

importing path for a general Bruce profile electrode spark gap CAD model. 

 

Figure 2.2: CAD model importing into COMSOL; from cad to 2-D axial, 2-D, and 3-D. 
 

Once the physical geometry is established either in the 2-D axial mode or 3-D 

mode model, the proper boundary conditions and subdomains can be applied.  The 

boundary conditions available in the COMSOL RF module are based upon the equations 

previously mentioned.  The applied boundary conditions to the pulsed ring-down antenna 

model are shown in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4.  The application of subdomains within the 
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model helps to account for physical losses that might be present, such as material 

resistance, dielectric differences, etc.  Also, the subdomain properties designate the 

permittivity and permeability applied in the simulation equations during solving.  The 

applied subdomains to the pulsed ring-down antenna are shown in Figure 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.3:  Boundary conditions applied to a basic dipole pulsed ring-down antenna 
(close-up). 
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Figure 2.4: Boundary conditions applied to a basic dipole pulsed ring-down antenna (far 
field). 

 

Figure 2.5: Subdomain settings applied to a basic pulsed ring-down antenna. 
 
 

The method of stimulus for the pulsed ring-down antenna model is established by 

setting up a low impedance port across the gap of the electrodes in the spark gap.  This is 

show in Figure 2.6 below.  The most important part of the antenna model is the proper 

setup of the spark gap excitation parameters defined within the port excitation boundary.  

The Lumped port (port excitation) boundary condition allows excitation in terms of 

voltage potential.  The port is considered the interface between voltages/currents and 

electric/magnetic fields.  The port is based upon transmission line theory and the feed 

point must be in a way similar to a transmission line feed, thus the gap must be much less 

than the wavelength.   
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Figure 2.6: 2-D axial geometry and port excitation setup. 
 

The relationship between the electric field and the input voltage is defined as 

V E (E a )h
h h

dl dl= = ⋅∫ ∫ ,             2.3 

where h is the line length between the terminals in which the port is placed.  In this case, 

this is the gap spacing distance of the spark gap.  The integration is then occurring from 

positive voltage to ground.  The current is then positive going into the terminal at the 

positive voltage point.  Figure 2.7 gives a visual representation of the lumped port 

boundary along with a relation of each variable to the transmission line feed.  The input 

impedance of the port is defined the same as a transmission line, where 

VZ=
I

                2.4 
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Figure 2.7: Lumped port boundary transmission line feed references. 
 

One of the most convenient features of COMSOL is the ability to define time 

dependent mathematical functions as excitation parameters.  The port excitation 

boundary defines the input as a voltage, which is directly related to the voltage across the 

switch or spark gap.  To simulate the pulsed ring-down antenna operation, the structure 

must be initially charged with a voltage potential across the switch.  Once a consistent 

voltage potential is established, the switch is then closed, collapsing the voltage potential 

to zero with a defined fall time, dwell time, and a recovery time.  Using switching 

characteristics established from experimental measurements (discussed in Chapter 3), a 

piece-wise mathematical function was derived to express the voltage potential of the 

antenna element and is shown in Figure 2.8.  In order to improve simulation time and to 

normalize the voltage potential function in relation to the switching time, the structure is 

dc charged before time zero and the result then stored.  By storing the result, the 

simulation can now be re-solved starting at time zero if changes in the switching 

characteristics are needed. 
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Figure 2.8: Piece-wise mathematical function defining port excitation parameters. 
 

COMSOL solvers and initial results 
Using the proper solver within the COMSOL RF module is very critical.  If the 

proper solver is not utilized then the solution will either take a long time to compute or 

not compute at all.  Since the simulation is setup as a transient analysis problem, the time-

dependent solver would be the only choice.  The solver choice that has a profound effect 

is the direct solver.  The direct solver determines how the problem is approached, 

whether there are symmetric and Hermitian matrices (square matrix with complex entries 

that is equal to its own conjugate transpose), memory allocation factors, or even multi-

core computing availability.  There are only two types of direct solvers applicable to 

solving the simulation problem of the pulsed ring-down antenna, the UMFPACK and 

PARDISO solvers.  The other available types of direct solvers are not recommended 

since they operate on the assumption of symmetric and Hermitian matrices existing.  The 

UMFPACK solver is the default solver and is deemed the most robust solver and allows 

tuning of memory-allocation and pivot thresholds (matrix fill-in).  The PARDISO solver 
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operates in the same fashion as the UMFPACK solver but utilizes multi-core processing, 

if available.  The method of factoring the matrices is altered to allow parallelism and 

introduces some error, but a strict error threshold is present to reduce major solution 

errors.    

Utilizing the established pulsed ring-down antenna model, an accurate 

comparison between simulation and experimental results can be viewed.  For simplicity, 

the wire dipole was the first to be examined and compared.  Figure 2.9 shows the 

differences between the experimentally measured results from previous work and the 

simulated electric field results at a distance of 6 m from the source [07].  The measured 

results differ by a preceding dc offset and later measured reflections from surrounding 

structures in the far field area where the measurements were taken.  The most critical 

factor for system comparison would be the amplitude of the initial RF cycles, number of 

RF cycles, and a correct frequency match.  Overall, the initial results of the pulsed ring-

down antenna simulation model constructed within the COMSOL RF module are 

successful.     
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Figure 2.9: Comparison between measured and simulated electric field measurements in 

the far field. 
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CHAPTER III 

3. SIMULATION AND INITIAL TESTING OF A BASIC DIPOLE PULSED RING-
DOWN ANTENNA 

 By constructing a simulation model of the pulsed ring-down antenna in the 

COMSOL RF module, we now have the capability of examining the effects of various 

operating parameters on the overall performance of the antenna.  In the beginning, a basic 

1/2 wavelength dipole set at 100 MHz was constructed for testing.  A more in-depth 

design can be found in Chapter 4.  This simplistic antenna was used for comparison with 

the results of the COMSOL simulation model previously discussed.  A key component 

needed for proper modeling and understanding the operation of the pulsed ring-down 

antenna is understanding the switch during operation.  For this reason, non-interfering 

diagnostic devices were added to the antennas switch.  The wire dipole with equipped 

diagnostic tools is shown in Figure 3.1 and the individual diagnostic tools are shown in 

Figure 3.2.  The diagnostic tool utilized are two low profile capacitive voltage dividers 

constructed from a 2” diameter ring (outer) and a threaded round-stock (inner) with a 

dielectric consisting of epoxy.  Series dampening resistors are added to prevent overshoot 

at the desired frequency range of operation (initially estimated) and are shown as the 

external boxes labeled volt 1 and volt 2 in Figure 3.2.  The final output ratio of the 

capacitive voltage divider is 0.0042:1 into a 50 Ω load.  The voltage probes were 

designed to follow a 50 ns pulse accurately before experiencing signal droop.   
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Figure 3.1:  Basic wire dipole pulsed ring-down antenna with diagnostic tools. 
 
 

 

Figure 3.2: Low profile capacitive voltage dividers and self integrating Rogowski coils. 
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For current monitoring, two self-integrating (30 ns) Rogowski coils were constructed 

with a self integrating time of up to 25 ns.  The final assembly of the Rogowski coil was 

encased in epoxy to prevent electrical breakdown from the antenna to the ground casing, 

thus providing electrical isolation.  The final output ratio of the Rogowski coil current 

sensor is 0.0416:1 into a 50 Ω load.  Utilizing these diagnostics allowed a differential 

measurement to be taken across the switch and also allowed analysis of its performance 

characteristics, such as switching time, conduction width, and driving voltage/current of 

the antenna.  The differential voltage and current measurements taken are shown on the 

two left plots of Figure 3.3, while the overall voltage and overall current measurements 

are shown in the two plots on the right.  At this point we can determine that the driving 

current through the switch is insufficient to produce large far field electric field values.   

 

 

Figure 3.3: Differential voltage and current measurements of pulsed ring-down antenna. 
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Also, we can see that the fundamental switching time is on the order of 5 to 6 ns, which is 

slower than the desired 2.5 ns (100 MHz) risetime.  Also from the diagnostic 

measurements, we can get a rough estimate of what the equivalent port impedance may 

be within the simulation model.  Utilizing the pulsed ring-down antenna simulation 

model, we were able to examine the effects of the switching time upon the radiated 

electric field amplitude and signal.  Figure 3.4 shows the effects of the simulated electric 

field amplitude and signal in relation to an ideal switching time (2.5 ns) and longer times 

(up to 20 ns).  As the switching time deviates, it can be seen that the overall signal 

amplitude degrades and the structure begins to radiate frequencies outside of the designed 

frequency range.  This is the most complex portion of the pulsed ring-down antenna 

design, mainly due to the fact that the highest frequency to possibly radiate is directly 

related to the risetime [01].  The overall risetime within a spark gap is governed by 

   2 2
r Lτ τ τ= + ,                3.1 

where τr is the time of the resistive phase of the arc and is defined as 

1
2

1 4
3 3

88ns ρ
Z E

rτ = ,                 3.2 

and τL is the time of the inductive phase of the arc and is defined as 

L L
Z

c h
Lτ +

=                  3.3 

Here, Z is defined as the circuital impedance, E is the electric field of the switch, and ρ is 

the gas density (in atmospheres).  Thus, by examining the equations, it can be seen that it 

would be beneficial to have a small gap spacing.  This increases the electric field, thus 
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decreasing the resistive phase, and the shorter length reduces the inductance phase since 

it is proportional. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Impact of switching time on the simulated electric field amplitude and signal. 
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Electric field measurements in the far field (diagnostics and measurement) 
Once the basic understanding of switching the pulsed ring-down antenna was 

understood, it was time to analyze its performance in the far field.  To verify that proper 

measurements and operation were taking place, an initial set of tests was performed.  The 

initial test setup utilized a high voltage power supply in which a non-conductive mount 

was attached.  The antenna was then charged to the minimal breakdown voltage for 0.25” 

gap spacing (15 kV).  The antenna operated in self-break mode at a repetition rate of 

approximately 20 Hz.  Far field measurements were taken at a distance of 6 m while 

utilizing a differential, free field, D-dot sensor from Prodyn Technologies.  Figure 3.5 

shows the initial test setup configuration with the high voltage power supply on the left 

supporting the dipole pulsed ring-down antenna, and the D-dot sensor and oscilloscope 

measurement tools on the right. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Initial test setup for basic dipole pulsed ring-down antenna. 
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To properly measure the electric field of the pulsed ring-down antenna in the far field, the 

D-dot sensor must reside within the far field region.  There are three different types of 

radiating regions of an antenna structure: reactive near-field, radiating near-field, and 

radiating far field regions.  The reactive near-field region is the region in which the 

electromagnetic fields are not truly detached from the structure and the reactive terms 

still are dominant [01].  The radiating near-field region is the region where the 

electromagnetic field is still in a quasi-cylindrical form where the diameter and intensity 

are still varying.  The radiating near-field region begins by satisfying 

 3 0.3844D λ≥ ,                3.4 

where D is the antenna diameter and λ is the operating wavelength.  The most important 

region for the pulsed ring-down antenna is the radiating far field region.  This is the 

region where the electromagnetic waves truly become separated and launched from the 

structure.  This region begins at a distance of 

22D
λ

                  3.5 

Substituting in our values for the λ/2 wave dipole 100 MHz pulsed ring-down antenna, 

we find the far field beginning at a distance of 1.5 m.  Based upon this criterion of far 

field establishment, the initial measurements at a 6 m distance are relevant to far field 

performance.  Also, since the solution time of the previously mentioned pulsed ring-down 

simulation model is dependent upon simulation volume, shorter measurement distances 

would be beneficial.  Thus, the far field measurements will be taken at 3 m and 6 m. 

Since the method of measuring electric field is done by an electric flux density 

measuring device, some post processing of the measured signal must be done.  The 
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derivation for the post processing transfer function of the D-dot sensor begins with 

Gauss’s law 

E
0

qE Adφ
ε

= ⋅ =∫ ,                3.6 

where q is the charge enclosed by the Gaussian surface [08].  Thus, we can rewrite the 

equation as 

eqE A EAd⋅ =∫ ,                3.7 

where Aeq is the equivalent area of the D-dot sensor.  This assumes that the electric field 

is constant over the surface area.  Since the D-dot sensor only measures the change in 

flux density, the transfer equation must be expressed in terms of the first derivative, thus 

0 eq
qEAd d

dt dt
ε = .                3.8 

Since 

q Id
dt

= ,                 3.9 

we can measure the output in terms of voltage by allowing the current to flow through a 

known load.  Thus, the overall transfer function then becomes 

0 eq
VEA
R

d
dt

ε =               3.10 

Simplifying further using the relation D=ε0E, we can write the transfer function as 

eqD A R V
•

= ,                  3.11 

where V is the output voltage of the D-dot sensor and R is the equivalent load. 

Ideally, the post processing should be this simple but this is not the case since there is no 

compensation for the capacitance of the sensor.  Figure 3.6 shows an equivalent circuit 
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model for the D-dot sensor.  Applying Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL) to the circuit, we 

write 

eq
v vi=A D C C

R
d vv
dt R

• •

= + = + ,               3.12 

where C is the capacitance of the sensor and R is the equivalent load.  We can now 

rewrite the equation in relation to the incident electric field, thus 

eq eq

0

V( )C V( )
A RA

E=

t
t

ε

+ ∫
,                 3.13 

 

Figure 3.6:  Equivalent circuit model for D-dot sensor [08]. 
 
 

Each type of D-dot sensor is designed to operate in a specific frequency range and 

also signal level.  For example, a D-dot sensor with a large area can sense more flux but 

since there is an increase in the capacitance (larger area), the upper cutoff frequency 

drops.  The proper selection of sensor is imperative to proper measurement.  Each type of 

D-dot sensor from Prodyn Technologies is designed with a specific cutoff frequency.  

From this cutoff frequency, we can determine the capacitance of each sensor by using the 

3 dB point frequency criteria of a low pass filter 
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sensor
3dB

1C =
2 f Rπ

,                 3.14 

Once all of the constants are known for the transfer function, proper post processing of 

the measured signal can be completed.  For ease of future calculations,  

Table 3.1 provides the necessary constants for the transfer function of multiple Prodyn 

differential free field D-dot sensors.   

 
Table 3.1: Constants needed for post processing transfer function of Prodyn Technology 

D-dot sensors (differential free field). 
 f3dB Aeq R C 

AD-20 10 GHz 1x10-4 m2 100 Ω 0.159 pF 

AD-80 5.5 GHz 3x10-4 m2 100 Ω 0.289 pF 

AD-70 3.5 GHz 1x10-3 m2 100 Ω 0.455 pF 

AD-55 2 GHz 3x10-3 m2 100 Ω 0.796 pF 

AD-40 1 GHz 1x10-2 m2 100 Ω 1.592 pF 

AD-100 350 MHz 1x10-1 m2 100 Ω 4.547 pF 

 

For initial post processing, an integration and transfer function Mathcad sheet 

were created and are available in Appendix B.  Once the post processing is completed, 

the actual electric field signal with the correct amplitude can be examined and compared 

against the pulsed ring-down simulation model.  Figure 3.7 shows the measured electric 

field and Figure 3.8 shows the simulated electric field signals at a far field distance of 3 

m.  Upon examining the signals, one can see that the first oscillation cycle (period) 

matches with high accuracy.  After this, the signals no longer correspond with one 

another.  This mismatch in signal comparison is not due to the inaccuracy of the 
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simulation model, but to other existing factors during experimental measurement, i.e. 

reflections from close metallic objects.      

 

 

Figure 3.7: Initial far field measurements of pulsed ring-down dipole antenna with dc 
charging voltage of 15 kV. 

 

 

Figure 3.8:  Far field electric field simulation of pulsed ring-down dipole antenna with dc 
charging voltage of 15 kV. 
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Operational and measurement acquisition improvements 
As previously mentioned, the overall goal is to try to increase the performance of 

the single element pulsed ring-down antenna.  Prior analysis had determined that the 

driving energy of the antenna element was insufficient to produce large far field signal 

values, primarily the driving current within the element.  Since the antenna is a self 

driving structure, the available driving energy is directly related to the amount of stored 

energy available within the structure.  In the case of the pulsed ring-down dipole antenna, 

there is very little energy storage or capacitance between the elements but is primarily 

found within the switch itself since there is a larger area and a smaller distance.  Thus, by 

increasing the switch capacitance, the total stored energy in the antenna increases, 

increasing the driving energy available to the antenna, thus increasing the radiated 

energy.  In relation to the basic capacitance equation 

r 0AC=
d

ε ε ,                  3.15 

where A is the surface area between plates or electrodes, d is the separation distance or 

gap distance, and εr is the relative permittivity of the material, which is air in this case.  

Initial calculations yielded a gap capacitance of 1.24 pF for the Bruce profile electrode 

spark gap.  In order to increase the capacitance, only two variables were available for 

altering.  Since the breakdown voltage of the spark gap is dependent upon the gap 

spacing, the distance between the electrodes could not be altered, leaving the area and 

relative permittivity to be variable.  Since varying the permittivity would be difficult, the 

increase in area became the primary focus.  The surface area of the electrodes was 
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increased by approx. five times which increased the capacitance from 1.24 pF to 6 pF.  

Once again testing the far field performance of the antenna while utilizing the increased 

gap capacitance, it was found that a slight increase in amplitude had occurred.  With this 

positive improvement, the focus was then moved to increasing the relative permittivity of 

the material between the electrodes.  Utilizing an available piezo material (lead zirconate 

titanate) with a relative permittivity of approximately 1300, the gap capacitance was 

increased to 950 pF.  Upon testing, there was a dramatic increase in driving current but 

the switching times were too long (18 ns) to properly radiate at the designed 100 MHz 

frequency.  From here, the capacitance was slowly reduced to a value of 100 pF by 

decreasing the relative permittivity to approximately 141.  The capacitance of 100 pF was 

found to be the ideal capacitance due to the maximum energy storage capability while 

maintaining the proper switching times.  The progression of electrode design for 

increasing the gap capacitance can be seen in Figure 3.9.  The finalized design of the 

increased capacitance or “loaded gap” is shown in Figure 3.10.  For simplicity and design 

time reduction, a standard 50 kV, 100 pF, door knob capacitor is placed between the 

electrodes.  Upon testing the far field performance of the loaded gap pulsed ring-down 

dipole antenna, a dramatic increase in both amplitude and the number of RF cycles 

occurs and is shown in Figure 3.11.   
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Figure 3.9: Spark gap electrode designs for increasing total stored energy (capacitance) of 
the switch. 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Finalized loaded gap design utilizing a conventional door knob capacitor. 
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Figure 3.11:  Comparison of standard Bruce profile gap to loaded gap electric field 
measurements of a dipole antenna at 6 m. 

 

After examining the initial measurements taken of the pulsed ring-down antenna, 

it was determined that the method for far field measurement needed improvement.  

Several upgrades in equipment were needed and began with a larger area D-dot sensor to 

acquire a better signal above erroneous noise that may be present.  This was 
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accomplished by purchasing a new AD-40 differential free field Prodyn technologies D-

dot sensor.  Also, the sensor itself was mounted remotely on a non-conductive stand to 

minimize any type of reflections around the sensor.  The initial measurements were also 

taken close in proximity to several metallic reflective structures, including the building 

itself.  To minimize any destructive interference in the measurement acquisition, the 

entire test structure was moved to the center of a vacant area and placed upon 

nonconductive stands, supports, and carts.  For future characterization and mobility 

purposes, a compact 100 kV, 12 mA power supply was also purchased.   Figure 3.12 

shows the new mobile equipment setup and Figure 3.13 shows the testing configuration 

setup in the remote location.  Utilizing the new test equipment and setup, proper 

performance evaluation and operating characterization of the pulsed ring-down antennas 

were completed. 

 

 

Figure 3.12:  New measurement equipment for testing in a remote location. 
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Figure 3.13:  New overall testing configuration for far field measurements of the pulsed 
ring-down antennas. 
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CHAPTER IV 

4. CHARACTERIZATION OF SINGLE ELEMENT PULSED RING-DOWN 
ANTENNAS 

In order to fully characterize the single element pulsed ring-down antennas, 

further testing beyond simulation was needed.  Several parameters were examined during 

field testing and included far field electric field measurements, input power, switch 

pressures, and repeatability.  These parameters were examined while varying the 

charging voltage from 15 kV up to 75 kV.  A variety of antenna structures were designed, 

constructed, and tested in order to establish a baseline operating description of the pulsed 

ring-down antenna.   

To reduce the effects of nearby structures, all experimental testing was completed 

in an area with a 45 m open radius between the antenna and any other interfering object.  

Also, to improve measurement quality and reduce the effects of noise on low level 

signals, a large area (1x10-2 m2) differential D-dot sensor produced by Prodyn 

Technologies (AD-40) was utilized.  The performance evaluation was done at two 

different far field measurements (3 m and 6 m) to ensure proper wave formation and 

allow a comparison between the two distances and the simulation results.  Typical post 

processing of the measured signal(s) only yields the measured electric field, but in some 

cases it is more useful to know the power density at certain frequencies (Power Spectral 

Density [PSD]) or to see the power density as a function of time.  For this reason, a 

Matlab post processing script was written to calculate and plot them either as a function 

of frequency or time.   The Matlab script is shown in Appendix C and consists of all the 

necessary post processing equations.  Utilizing the electric field signals calculated by the 
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post processing method previously mentioned in Chapter 3, one can also calculate the 

Power Spectral Density and Power Density of the electromagnetic field radiated by the 

pulsed ring-down antenna.   

The Power Spectral Density (PSD) is the average power density distribution as a 

function of frequency within the measured signal.  The PSD is also defined as the actual 

power deliver to a 1 Ω load if the signal was an applied voltage.  Mathematically, the 

PSD is the average of the Fourier transform with the magnitude squared, over a large 

time interval, and is written as   

2

21S ( )= lim E ( )
2

T
j ft

x T
T

f x t e dt
T

π−

→∞
−

⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪
⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭

∫ ,                 4.1 

where E is the expected value operator and is also found in the autocorrelation function.  

Thus, we can relate the autocorrelation function 

{ }*( )= ( ) ( )xR E x t x tτ τ+ ,                  4.2 

to the derivation of the PSD as 

2S ( )= ( ) j f
x xf R e dπ ττ τ

∞
−

−∞
∫ .                  4.3 

From here, it can be seen that the PSD is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation of 

the measured signal.  To determine the total power or power within a certain frequency 

range of f1 through f2, we integrate over this range and the PSD is written as 

2

1

12 = ( )
f

x
f

P S f df∫                    4.4 

Other relevant post processing analysis of the measured electromagnetic field is the 

power density as a function of time.  This allows the determination of peak power of the 
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measured signals, which is relevant to the effect analysis shown in Chapter 6.  The power 

density as a function of time is defined as  

2 2

0

( ) ( )( )=
377D

E t E tP t
Z

=
Ω

,                  4.5 

where Z0 is the free space characteristic impedance and E(t) is the measured electric field 

in time.   

 The approach taken for designing each of the tested pulsed ring-down antennas 

was based upon conventional CW case antenna theory.  This approach was chosen so that 

a comparison between typical CW operation and pulsed ring-down operation could be 

examined.  For this reason, the basics of each of the designed and tested antennas will not 

be covered and a background in basic antenna theory is recommended.  Instead, the 

physical design, expected results, and actual results will be covered, beginning with the 

pulsed ring-down dipole antenna.  Also, each of the various constructed antennas were 

tested utilizing both the standard Bruce profile spark gap and the newly developed 

capacitive loaded spark gap. 

Pulsed ring-down dipole antenna 
 

The dipole antenna is constructed from a conductive rod split in half (typically) 

and is fed by a balance transmission line that carries equal and oppositely flowing 

currents within it.  The overall length of the dipole antenna determines the mode of 

operation (standing wave modes) and the operational frequency.  The electrical length of 

the dipole is critical in the design of the pulsed ring-down antenna since it is desired that 

the structure achieve self resonance at the desired operating frequency.  For a Mesoband 

antenna system, the operating frequency range is set at 100 MHz to 1 GHz [01].  Thus, 
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the pulsed ring-down dipole antenna is designed around the 100 MHz range.  The various 

electrical lengths in which a dipole can be constructed with are shown in Figure 4.1.  

Based upon the operational method of the pulsed ring-down antenna where the currents 

on the elements flow in opposite directions in relation to the center gap, the ½ 

wavelength dipole antenna design is the only sufficient choice.   

 

Figure 4.1: Electrical lengths of a basic dipole antenna [09]. 

 

The physical length of the dipole then can be calculated by this relation, where 

c
f

λ =                      4.6 

L
2
λ

=                      4.7 

Thus, the length of the λ/2 dipole antenna operating at 100 MHz would be 1.5 m long.  In 

the case of the pulsed ring-down antenna, the overall length must include the switch 

length as well.  The constructed 100 MHz pulsed ring-down dipole antenna is shown in 

Figure 4.2 
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Figure 4.2:  Constructed 100 MHz pulsed ring-down dipole antenna. 
 

 Given the wide variety of applications that the pulsed ring-down antenna may be 

used for, it would not be beneficial to just mind the optimal operating point.  There may 

be a focus on radiation efficiency, limitations on charging voltage, limitations on power 

consumption, or just operate at a given output level.  Given these various possibilities, a 

parametric sweep of operating parameters was performed at distances of 3 m and 6 m.  

Due to the amount of data available, the optimal 3 m results will be shown within 

Chapter 4, and the remaining 3 m and 6 m data are available in Appendix E.  It should 

also be noted that although the system is highly repetitive, the data shown are based upon 

single shot measurements.  Since all of the operating parameters are dependent upon the 

charging voltage (i.e. gap pressure, power supply current, etc.), a voltage sweep was 

performed from 15 kV to 75 kV.  This voltage range was chosen since at the 15 kV level, 

the signal becomes very low and unusable, while at charging levels above 75 kV, external 

breakdown becomes a major inhibitor on proper operation.    Examining the external 
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parameters of spark gap pressure and power supply current as a function of dc charging 

voltage, we find an almost linear correlation, as shown in Figure 4.3.   

 

Figure 4.3: External operating parameters: spark gap pressure and power supply current 
with respect the charging voltage for a pulsed ring-down dipole antenna with unloaded 

and loaded spark gaps measured at 3 m. 
 

There is a deviation around the 45 – 50 kV level due to the development of corona on the 

antenna tips.  The rate of change in spark gap pressure dropped momentarily while the 

overall power consumption increased dramatically. 

In relation to overall performance, there was a similar effect with the unloaded 

gap dipole where the peak electric field decreased at the same operating point of 45 – 50 

kV and maintained lower levels until the 65 kV operating voltage point was reached 

which sufficient energy was available again to drive the antenna.  The corona 

development had less of an effect with the loaded gap dipole antenna since there was still 

sufficient energy available to drive the switch.  Figure 4.4 shows the peak to peak electric 
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field for both the unloaded and loaded gap dipole antennas in relation to the dc charging 

voltage. 

 

Figure 4.4: Peak to peak electric field of a pulsed ring-down unloaded and loaded gap 
dipole antenna at 3 m. 

 

 By examining the power spectral density of the measured signals, we can also 

determine the fundamental operational frequency for both the unloaded and loaded gap 

dipole antennas.   Figure 4.5 shows the dominant operating frequencyfor both types in 

relation to the dc charging voltage.  As one can see, at lower voltages the dominant 

frequency differs from the normal frequency and is related to the switch characteristics. 

In the case of the loaded gap dipole antenna, there is sufficient energy to drive the switch 

properly, thus there is no deviation in the operating frequency of the loaded gap dipole.   
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Figure 4.5:  Dominant frequency in relation to dc charging voltage for a pulsed ring-
down unloaded and loaded gap dipole antenna at 3 m. 

 

The performance evaluation and characterization of the pulsed ring-down dipole 

antenna was completed based upon the appropriate post processing calculations as 

previously mentioned in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 4.  Primarily, the measured electric 

field signal allowed calculation of the power spectral density and instantaneous power 

density.  Figure 4.6 is the measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down unloaded 

gap dipole antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV (maximum).  Also, for 

comparison, the electric field results of the constructed pulsed ring-down antenna 

simulation model for the dipole antenna is shown in Figure 4.7.  When comparing the 

two signals, it is apparent that the measured electric field exhibits a large amount of 

switch noise/effects at the beginning (first 20 ns) before the true RF cycles are initiated.  

For the simulation to correspond to the measured electric field, the port impedance is set 

high (10-100 Ω) in order to dampen the number of RF cycles present.  The port 

impedance also reduces the simulation amplitude to correspond with measured 
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amplitudes.  By reducing the port impedance, more RF cycles and higher amplitudes will 

be present, which is seen with the loaded gap design.  Is this case, the port impedance 

was set slightly too high and dampening of the signal occurs too quickly.  Figure 4.8 

shows the measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole 

antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV (maximum).  Also, for comparison, the 

electric field results of the constructed pulsed ring-down antenna simulation model for 

the loaded gap dipole antenna is shown in Figure 4.9.  For the simulation to correspond to 

the measured electric field, the port impedance is set lower than in the Bruce profile spark 

gap dipole antenna simulation model (0.01-0.001 Ω) in order to increase the number of 

RF cycles present and to increase the electric field amplitude to correspond with the 

measured electric field.  From the measured electric field signal we can calculate the 

overall power spectral density of the signal as shown in Figure 4.12.  As we can see, the 

loaded gap design increases the available power at the resonant frequency of 98 MHz. 

 

Figure 4.6: Measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down unloaded gap dipole 
antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV at 3 m. 
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Figure 4.7: Simulated electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down unloaded gap dipole 
antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV at 3 m. 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole 
antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV at 3 m. 
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Figure 4.9: Simulated electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole 
antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV at 3 m. 

 

At this point, it is clear to see that the antenna simulation model only shows the 

electric field of an ideal pulsed ring-down dipole antenna.  Examining the measured 

electric field signal, we see a significant amount of switch effects in the beginning of the 

RF cycles.  This is due to the imperfect switching curve of the spark gap where, in an 

ideal case, the switch impedance changes linearly.  Realistically, the impedance is not 

linear and can be shown via simulation by introducing a non-linear voltage drop across 

the switch.  Figure 4.10 shows the implemented switching scheme in relation to the 

original from Figure 2.8.  The same antenna charging scheme is utilized until time zero.  

During the implemented switching period, the voltage across the switch now drops non-

linearly as seen in the first 5 ns of switching time.  The impact upon the electric field 

signal which this non-linear voltage drop produces is shown in Figure 4.11.  From here, 

more deviations can be implemented to achieve a better comparison between simulated 

and measured signals. 
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Original switching scheme (reference) 
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Figure 4.10: Implemented switching scheme to simulate non-linear switching effects 
upon simulated electric field. 
 

 
Figure 4.11: Simulated pulsed ring-down unloaded gap dipole antenna with implemented 
non-linear switching to show switch effects upon the electric field signal, and is 
comparable to Figure 4.6. 
 

 

Figure 4.12: Power Spectral Density of the measured electric field signal of a pulsed ring-
down unloaded and loaded gap dipole antenna at 3 m. 
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Pulsed ring-down biconical antenna 
The basic biconical antenna is a broadband device, where the characteristic 

impedance of the antenna is uniform (infinitely long).  Only in the finite case is there 

reactive impedance, where the ends of the cones cause reflections that set up standing 

waves upon the structure.  When designing a finite length biconical antenna in general, 

several factors must be taken into account.  First, beginning with the desired lower 

frequency limit, the biconical antenna operates in the same manner as a dipole antenna, 

where the overall length determines what wavelengths can be radiated.  Typically, the 

length starts at λ/4 and ends at λ/2.  In this case, the biconical antenna is designed with an 

overall length of 0.238 m, assuming λ/4 radiation and using eqn. 4.6, we find the resonant 

frequency to be approximately 286 MHz.  Since the biconical antenna is a broad 

bandwidth antenna, it can typically radiate frequencies higher or lower than the resonant 

frequency.  Although, higher frequencies are limited by the overall switching time of the 

switch, a slow switch time will truncate higher frequencies, as shown with the loaded 

gap.  The overall antenna impedance is related to the angle in which the bi-cones extend 

from the center point.  Since the constructed biconical antenna was not derived from a 

center point (the cone points are separated by a large distance), the calculation of the 

impedance is difficult.  To achieve an approximate impedance of the antenna we can use 

Figure 4.13 with θ = 90 deg. (angle of the constructed cones) [10].  Following the solid 

line plotted for biconical antennas, the impedance of the antenna is roughly 106 Ω. 
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Figure 4.13: Characteristic impedance of a biconical antenna. 

 

 

Figure 4.14: Constructed pulsed ring-down biconical antenna. 
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Once again, the same performance evaluation and characterization approach was 

taken where the charging voltage was swept from 15 kV to 75 kV and the electric field 

was measured at 3 m and 6 m while utilizing both the unloaded and loaded spark gap 

designs.  Due to breakdown issues developing, the pulsed ring-down unloaded gap 

biconical antenna could only operate up to a 65 kV charging voltage level.  Examining 

the external parameters of spark gap pressure and power supply current as a function of 

dc charging voltage, we find an almost linear correlation, as shown in Figure 4.15.  There 

is a slight deviation from 45-55 kV level due to the development of corona on the antenna 

cones.  The spark gap pressure dropped momentarily while the overall power 

consumption increased dramatically.  Oddly enough, the loaded gap does not stabilize or 

reduce the corona effects like it did with the loaded gap dipole antenna.  This is 

contributed to the compactness in design of the antenna, thus higher levels of corona 

developed on the structures tips. 

 

Figure 4.15: External operating parameters: spark gap pressure and power supply current 
with respect the charging voltage for a pulsed ring-down unloaded and loaded gap 

biconical antenna at 3 m. 
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In relation to overall performance, there was a similar effect where the peak to 

peak electric field reached a plateau at the same operating point of 45 – 50 kV.  The 

loaded gap biconical antenna did exhibit less effect around the 45 – 50 kV regions but 

still was affected slightly.   The compact nature also led to the development of corona 

much sooner than the dipole antenna, which is pointed out by the increase in power 

consumption at a lower charging voltage level.  Figure 4.16 shows the peak to peak 

electric field values in relation to the dc charging voltage for both the unloaded and 

loaded gap biconical antennas. 

 

 

Figure 4.16: Peak to peak electric field of a pulsed ring-down unloaded and loaded gap 
biconical antenna at 3 m. 

 

 By examining the power spectral density of the measured signals, we can also 

determine the fundamental operational frequency.   Figure 4.17 shows the dominant 

operating frequency in relation to the dc charging voltage for both the unloaded and 
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loaded gap biconical antennas.  As one can see, mainly for the unloaded gap biconical 

antenna, at lower voltages the dominant frequency differs from the normal frequency 

since there is insufficient energy to drive the switch properly.  The loaded gap exhibits a 

similar effect but it is contributed to the frequency limitation of the loaded gap.  In this 

case, the capacitance is too large for the natural resonant frequency of the antenna, and 

thus truncates it at the 100 MHz design frequency of the gap.  To improve this, the 

capacitance can be lowered to correspond to the resonant frequency of 240 MHz.   

 

 

Figure 4.17:  Dominant frequency in relation to dc charging voltage for a pulsed ring-
down unloaded and loaded biconical antenna at 3 m. 

 

The performance evaluation and characterization of the pulsed ring-down 

biconical antenna was completed based upon the appropriate post processing calculations 

as previously mentioned in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 4.  Primarily, the measured electric 

field signal allowed calculation of the power spectral.  Figure 4.18 is the measured 

electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down unloaded gap biconical antenna operating at 
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a charging voltage of 65 kV.  Also, for comparison, the electric field results of the 

constructed pulsed ring-down antenna simulation model for the unloaded gap biconical 

antenna is shown in Figure 4.19.  For the simulation to correspond to the measured 

electric field, the port impedance is set high (10-100 Ω) in order to dampen the number of 

RF cycles present.  The port impedance also reduces the simulation amplitude to 

correspond with measured amplitudes.  By reducing the port impedance, more RF cycles 

and higher amplitudes will be present, which is seen with the loaded gap.  Figure 4.20 is 

the measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down loaded gap biconical antenna 

operating at a charging voltage of 65 kV (for comparison).  Also, for comparison, the 

electric field results of the constructed pulsed ring-down antenna simulation model for 

the loaded gap biconical antenna is shown in Figure 4.21.  For the simulation to 

correspond to the measured electric field, the port impedance is set lower than in the 

unloaded gap biconical antenna simulation model (0.01-0.001 Ω) in order to increase the 

number of RF cycles present and to increase the electric field amplitude to correspond 

with the measured electric field.  In this case, since the biconical antenna operates at 

higher frequencies than the dipole antenna, the added capacitance truncates the higher 

frequencies, thus limiting the number of RF cycles in the measured electric field.  The 

simulation model does not account for the extended switching times that the added 

capacitance has and must be adjusted by the user.    

From the measured electric field signal, we can calculate the overall power 

spectral density of the signal as shown in Figure 4.22 for both the unloaded and loaded 

gap biconical antennas.  Once again, the truncation of the higher frequencies due to the 

increased capacitance can be seen. 
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Figure 4.18: Measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down unloaded gap 
biconical antenna operating at a charging voltage of 65 kV at 3 m. 

 

 

Figure 4.19: Simulated electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down unloaded gap 
biconical antenna operating at a charging voltage of 65 kV at 3 m. 
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Figure 4.20: Measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down loaded gap biconical 
antenna operating at a charging voltage of 65 kV at 3 m. 

 

 

Figure 4.21: Simulated electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down loaded gap biconical 
antenna operating at a charging voltage of 65 kV at 3 m. 
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Figure 4.22: Power Spectral Density of the measured electric field signal of a pulsed ring-
down unloaded and loaded gap biconical antenna at 3 m. 

 

Pulsed ring-down log periodic antenna 
The log periodic dipole array antenna is classified as a frequency independent 

antenna.  This is due to the design of the antenna, in which there isn’t a specific operating 

frequency but a certain bandwidth of operating frequencies.  The development of the log 

periodic antenna stemmed from the period in the 1960s where frequency independent or 

broadband antennas were being designed.  The log periodic operates on the concept of a 

gradually expanding periodic structure array where each of the elements is near 

resonance with one another to allow a smooth transition in frequency change. The dipoles 

increase in length along the antenna so that a constant angle α is maintained.  The log 

periodic antenna design also utilizes the spacing constant σ, which is defined as 

n

n

d
2L

σ = ,                    4.8 
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where dn is the length spacing between element n and n+1, and  Ln is the overall length of 

element n.  We can now relate the angle constant or apex angle to the spacing angle by 

1 1tan
4

τα
σ

− −
= ,                   4.9 

where τ is defined as the design scaling constant.  Using the combined constants 

previously mentioned we can design a log periodic antenna for a specific frequency 

range.  Beginning with the length of the longest element, this is calculated by  

 1 1K λLL = ,                  4.10 

where λL is the longest operating wavelength, and K1 is defined as 

1K 1.01 0.519τ= −                  4.11 

We can then calculate the upper cutoff constant K2, which is defines as 

3 2 2 3
2K 7.08 21.3 21.98 7.30 (21.82 66 62.12 18.29 )τ τ τ σ τ τ τ= − + − + − + −        4.12 

We can then calculate the number of elements between the lower and upper elements by 

using the lower and upper cutoff constants. 

2 1 Ulog(K / K ) log(f / f )N 1
log

L

τ
+

= +                4.13 

From here we can calculate the length of and distance between each element by 

n 1L Lτ=                   4.14 

and 

n 1d dτ= ,                  4.15 

where d1 = 2σL1.  Figure 4.23 shows the relationship of the calculated element lengths 

and spacing.  A Mathcad sheet showing the design calculations for the pulsed ring-down 

log periodic antenna is available in Appendix D.  For simplicity and multi-frequency 
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operation, the log periodic was fed in a strip-line design instead of the cross-fed design 

shown in Figure 4.23.  Also, the strip-line design also allowed flexibility in the position 

of the switch, whether it would be a front driven or a back driven log periodic antenna.  

Figure 4.24 shows the constructed back driven log periodic antenna.   

 

Figure 4.23: Log periodic antenna design reference. 
 

 

Figure 4.24: Constructed 100 MHz to 300 MHz pulsed ring-down back driven log 
periodic antenna. 
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Once again, the same performance evaluation and characterization approach was 

taken where the charging voltage was swept from 15 kV to 75 kV and the electric field 

was measured at 3 m and 6 m with both the unloaded and loaded gap spark gap switches.  

Examining the external parameters of spark gap pressure and power supply current as a 

function of dc charging voltage, we find an almost linear correlation, as shown in Figure 

4.25.  Since this is same antenna structure, there is no change in the external parameters 

between the front driven and back driven log periodic antennas.  There is a slight 

deviation in the power consumption around the 45 kV level due to the development of 

corona on the antenna tips.  The corona development had less of an effect as compared to 

other antennas since the structure exhibits a naturally high energy storage capability (in 

the unloaded gap case).  This is due to the strip-line feed design of the antenna, thus, very 

little difference is seen between the unloaded and loaded gap cases.  

 

Figure 4.25: External operating parameters: spark gap pressure and power supply current 
with respect the charging voltage for a pulsed ring-down unloaded and loaded gap log 

periodic antenna (front and back driven) at 3 m. 
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In relation to overall performance, there was a large difference between the front 

driven and back driven log periodic antennas.  Also, just like the biconical antenna, the 

loaded gap actually limited the performance of the log periodic antenna by once again 

truncating the higher frequencies.  Since the antenna has a naturally high capacitance, the 

unloaded gap switch performed the best.  Figure 4.26 shows the peak to peak electric 

field values in relation to the dc charging voltage for both the unloaded and loaded gap 

back driven log periodic antennas, and Figure 4.27 shows the peak to peak electric field 

values in relation to the dc charging voltage for both the unloaded and loaded gap front 

driven log periodic antennas. 

 

 

Figure 4.26: Peak to peak electric field of a pulsed ring-down unloaded and loaded gap 
back driven log periodic antenna at 3 m. 
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Figure 4.27: Peak electric field and power density of a pulsed ring-down unloaded and 
loaded gap front driven log periodic antenna at 3 m. 

 

 By examining the power spectral density of the measured signals, we can also 

determine the fundamental operational frequency.   Figure 4.28 shows the dominant 

operating frequency in relation to the dc charging voltage for both the unloaded and 

loaded gap log periodic antennas (front/back driven).  As one can see, mainly for the 

unloaded gap log periodic antenna, at lower voltages the dominant frequency differs from 

the normal frequency since there is insufficient energy to drive the switch properly.   
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Figure 4.28:  Dominant frequency and power at the dominant frequency in relation to dc 
charging voltage for a pulsed ring-down unloaded and loaded gap log periodic antenna 

(front/back driven) at 3 m. 
 

The performance evaluation and characterization of the pulsed ring-down back 

driven log periodic antenna was completed based upon the appropriate post processing 

calculations as previously mentioned in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 4.  Primarily, the 

measured electric field signal allowed calculation of the power spectral density.  Figure 

4.29 through Figure 4.32 show the measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down 

log periodic antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV (maximum) for the various 

operating designs beginning with the unloaded gap back driven design.  A simulation 

model for all the various operating designs of this antenna could not be constructed due 

to the amount of processing time required. Instead, a simulation model of the pulsed ring-

down front driven loaded gap log periodic antenna was constructed with the idea that the 

loaded gap would be the best performer and is shown in Figure 4.33.  When comparing 

the two signals, the simulated electric field shows more frequency content than the 
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measured one and is due to the lack of capacitance compensation in the switching times 

within the simulation.  Since the switching time is defined by the user, the simulation 

model does not automatically account for this like it accounts for the stored energy of the 

structure, and must be modified by the user.     

From the measured electric field signal, we can calculate the overall power 

spectral density of the signal as shown in Figure 4.34 for both the back driven, unloaded 

and loaded gap log periodic antennas.  Figure 4.35 shows the power spectral density for 

both the front driven, unloaded and loaded gap log periodic antennas. 

 

Figure 4.29: Measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down unloaded gap back 
driven log periodic antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV at 3 m. 
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Figure 4.30: Measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down loaded gap back 
driven log periodic antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV at 3 m. 

 

 

Figure 4.31: Measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down unloaded gap front 
driven log periodic antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV at 3 m. 
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Figure 4.32: Measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down loaded gap front 
driven log periodic antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV at 3 m. 

 

 

Figure 4.33: Simulated electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down loaded gap front 
driven log periodic antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV at 3 m. 
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Figure 4.34: Power Spectral Density of the measured electric field signal of a pulsed ring-
down unloaded and loaded gap back driven log periodic antenna at 3 m. 

 

 
Figure 4.35: Power Spectral Density of the measured electric field signal of a pulsed ring-

down unloaded and loaded gap front driven log periodic antenna at 3 m. 
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Pulsed ring-down coaxial cone antenna 
The development of the coaxial cone antenna is based upon the design of a 

coaxial antenna, which is a variant of the dipole antenna [09], [10].  The typical coaxial 

antenna utilizes a 1/4 wavelength section of coaxial cable with the center conductor 

extending out another 1/4 wavelength.  Overall, the antenna is 1/2 wavelength in length.  

In the case of the coaxial cone antenna, the inner conductor flares out in a conical shape 

in an attempt to improve impedance matching similar to the biconical antenna or 

monocone above a ground plane.  Utilizing transmission line theory, the establishment of 

the resonant frequency can be understood.  The antenna operates by launching a transient 

wave through a transmission line to the antenna, where the transient wave continues in 

the λ/4 section before radiating out into free space off of the exposed λ/4 inner conductor.  

At this point, part of the wave is reflected, due to the large impedance mismatch, back 

into the coaxial section where it is later reflected back from the shorted coaxial end.  The 

total wave propagation distance is twice λ/4, thus the frequency ends up at λ/2 of the 

designed 100 MHz (50 MHz).  The non-reflected portion of the wave is radiated out into 

free space via the conical section.   A schematic of the coaxial cone antenna in relation to 

the basic coaxial antenna is shown in Figure 4.36.  Also, Figure 4.37 shows the wave 

propagation within the λ/4 section and then when it begins to radiate off of the center 

conductor.  The solid black regions are metallic surfaces (inner and outer coaxial line) 

while the outlined regions are insulators.  Figure 4.38 shows the constructed pulsed ring-

down coaxial cone antenna with a plastic end over the conical section so the entire 

structure may be pressurized with compressed air to prevent breakdown.  
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Figure 4.36: Schematic of the coaxial cone antenna in relation to a coaxial antenna. 
 

 

Figure 4.37: Wave propagation in the coaxial cone antenna (time lapsed). 
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Figure 4.38: Constructed 50 MHz pulsed ring-down coaxial cone antenna. 

 

Once again, the same performance evaluation and characterization approach was 

taken where the charging voltage was swept from 15 kV to 75 kV and the electric field 

was measured at 3 m and 6 m with both the unloaded and loaded gap spark gap switches.  

Examining the external parameters of spark gap pressure and power supply current as a 

function of dc charging voltage, we see a slightly linear correlation, as shown in Figure 

4.39.  Since the entire antenna structure is contained and pressurized, corona 

development does not occur as drastically as with other antenna elements.  There is an 

abrupt change is spark gap pressure and power supply current due to the spark gap’s gap 

spacing requiring adjustment, where the original starting gap distance was too small.  

Thus, the overall power consumption does exhibit variations but is due to the variation in 

pressure of the gap, where user error came into play. 
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Figure 4.39: External operating parameters: spark gap pressure and power supply current 
with respect the charging voltage for a pulsed ring-down unloaded and loaded gap 

coaxial cone antenna at 3 m. 
 

In relation to overall performance, the electric field maintained a linear rate of 

increase over the charging voltage except in the case of the loaded gap where the peak to 

peak electric field increased rapidly in the higher charging voltage ranges.  Figure 4.40 

shows the peak to peak electric field values in relation to the dc charging voltage for both 

the unloaded and loaded gap coaxial cone antennas. 
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Figure 4.40: Peak to peak electric field of a pulsed ring-down unloaded and loaded gap 
coaxial cone antenna at 3 m. 

 

 By examining the power spectral density of the measured signals, we can also 

determine the fundamental operational frequency.   Figure 4.41 shows the dominant 

operating frequency in relation to the dc charging voltage for both the unloaded and 

loaded gap coaxial cone antennas.  As one can see, in the unloaded gap antenna, the 

dominant frequency differs from the normal frequency and is related to the lack of energy 

driving the switch.  The loaded gap spark gap remedies this problem and raises the 

operating frequency to the expected 50 MHz range.   
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Figure 4.41:  Dominant frequency and power at the dominant frequency in relation to dc 
charging voltage for a pulsed ring-down unloaded and loaded gap coaxial cone antenna. 

 

The performance evaluation and characterization of the pulsed ring-down coaxial 

cone antenna was completed based upon the appropriate post processing calculations as 

previously mentioned in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 4.  Primarily, the measured electric 

field signal allowed calculation of the power spectral density.  Figure 4.42 is the 

measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down unloaded gap coaxial cone antenna 

operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV (maximum).  Also, for comparison, the electric 

field results of the constructed pulsed ring-down antenna simulation model for the 

unloaded gap coaxial cone antenna is shown in Figure 4.43.  When comparing the two 

signals, it is apparent that the experimental values exhibit a large amount of switch 

noise/effects at the beginning (first 20 ns) before the true RF cycles are initiated.  For the 

simulation to correspond to the measured electric field, the port impedance is set high 

(10-100 Ω) in order to dampen the number of RF cycles present.  The port impedance 

also reduces the simulation amplitude to correspond with measured amplitudes.  By 
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reducing the port impedance, more RF cycles and higher amplitudes will be present, 

which is seen with the loaded gap design.  In this case, the port impedance should be set 

to a lower value since the RF cycles dampen out too quickly in comparison to the 

measures electric field.  Also, for comparison, the electric field results of the pulsed ring-

down loaded gap coaxial cone antenna and the constructed pulsed ring-down antenna 

simulation model for the loaded gap coaxial cone antenna is shown in Figure 4.44 and 

Figure 4.45.  For the simulation to correspond to the measured electric field, the port 

impedance is set lower than in the unloaded spark gap coaxial cone antenna simulation 

model (0.01-0.001 Ω) in order to increase the number of RF cycles present and to 

increase the electric field amplitude to correspond with the measured electric field.  In 

this case, there is a little bit of discrepancy between the two due to improper switch 

timing.  Since this antenna’s natural resonant frequency is 50 MHz, the switching time 

must correspond.  By examining the RF cycles carefully, a frequency shift can be seen in 

the simulated electric field signal.  Also, the polarization is inverted and may be a result 

of sensor orientation during the experimental electric field measurements. 

From the measured electric field signal, we can calculate the overall power 

spectral density of the electric field signal for both the unloaded and loaded gap coaxial 

cone antennas as shown in Figure 4.46.   
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Figure 4.42: Measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down unloaded gap coaxial 
cone antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV at 3 m. 

 
 

 

Figure 4.43: Simulated electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down unloaded gap coaxial 
cone antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV at 3 m. 
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Figure 4.44: Measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down loaded gap coaxial 
cone antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV at 3 m. 

 

 

Figure 4.45: Simulated electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down dipole antenna 
operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV at 3 m. 
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Figure 4.46: Power Spectral Density of the measured electric field signal of a pulsed ring-
down unloaded and loaded gap coaxial cone antenna at 3 m. 

 

Pulsed ring-down dipole array antenna 
The design of the pulsed ring-down dipole array antenna was derived from a 

similar principle of a cross fed log periodic antenna, where the cross fed design alternates 

the element polarity (switches back and forth down the structure) to produce a reinforcing 

wave upon the next element.  Ideally, when set at the right spacing interval, the inverted 

polarity wave passes the next element right as it begins to radiate and creates a full period 

wave that is launched forward.  This type of constructive wave approach can continue by 

adding more elements at the proper spacing.  Since there is little documentation on this 

type of antenna, the final design was developed during testing.  To determine the proper 

spacing of the elements, they were assembled on an insulator with the feed wire running 

the length of the insulator.  The elements were physically moved closer together at 1 inch 

intervals and the electric field was then measured.  There were two constructive wave 

points found, one at 26.5 inch element spacing, and another at 15.5 inch element spacing.  
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The 15.5 inch element spacing produced higher field values than the 26.5 inch element 

spacing, thus the 15.5 inch element spacing was used for testing and characterization.  A 

schematic of the cross fed dipole array is shown in Figure 4.47.  The constructed pulsed 

ring-down dipole array antenna set at 15.5 inch spacing is shown in Figure 4.48.  The 

dipole array consists of five cross fed λ/2, 100 MHz dipole antennas.  

 

 

Figure 4.47: Schematic diagram of pulsed ring-down cross fed dipole array. 
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Figure 4.48: Constructed pulsed ring-down dipole array antenna. 

 

Once again, the same performance evaluation and characterization approach was 

taken where the charging voltage was swept from 15 kV to 75 kV and the electric field 

was measured at 3 m and 6 m with both the unloaded and loaded gap spark gap switches.  

Examining the external parameters of spark gap pressure and power supply current as a 

function of dc charging voltage, we find an almost linear correlation, as shown in Figure 

4.49.  There is a slight deviation around the 45-50 kV level due to the development of 

corona upon the structure and is evident in both the unloaded and loaded gap cases.  

There was less of pressure effect since the antenna structure is highly capacitive due to 

the cross fed feed lines.   
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Figure 4.49: External operating parameters: spark gap pressure and power supply current 
with respect the charging voltage for a pulsed ring-down unloaded and loaded gap dipole 

array antenna at 3 m. 
 

In relation to overall performance, there was dramatic effect when the charging 

voltage increased, the performance reached a plateau and in the unloaded gap case, began 

to decrease.  Examining Figure 4.50, which shows the peak to peak electric field values 

in relation to the dc charging voltage for both the unloaded and loaded gap antennas; this 

fall off in performance can be seen.  The drop in electric field is attributed to the spacing 

of the elements, where the original spacing may not have been optimal for proper 

resonance.  In theory, this could be remedied by changing the element spacing.   
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Figure 4.50: Peak to peak electric of a pulsed ring-down unloaded and loaded gap dipole 
array antenna at 3 m. 

 

 By examining the power spectral density of the measured signals, we can also 

determine the fundamental operational frequency.   Figure 4.51 shows the dominant 

operating frequency  in relation to the dc charging voltage for both the unloaded and 

loaded gap natennas.  As one can see, there isn’t a stable resonant frequency in which a 

majority of the power is radiated at and once again the loaded gap truncates the higher 

operating frequency.  This denotes an instability in wave reinforcement and can be 

pointed out by examining the two operating frequencies present.  When proper wave 

reinforcement occurs, the structure resonates at the 300 MHz frequency.  When proper 

wave reinforcement does not occur, the structure resonates at the 100 MHz frequency 

which is the designed frequency of the individual dipoles in the array.   
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Figure 4.51:  Dominant frequency in relation to dc charging voltage for a pulsed ring-
down unloaded and loaded gap dipole array antenna at 3 m. 

 

The performance evaluation and characterization of the pulsed ring-down dipole 

array antenna was completed based upon the appropriate post processing calculations as 

previously mentioned in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 4.  Primarily, the measured electric 

field signal allowed calculation of the power spectral density.  Figure 4.52 is the 

measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down unloaded gap dipole array antenna 

operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV (maximum).  Figure 4.53 is the measured 

electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole array antenna operating at 

a charging voltage of 75 kV (maximum). From this signal we can calculate the overall 

power spectral density of the electric field signal for both the unloaded and loaded gap 

dipole array antennas as shown in Figure 4.54.  
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Figure 4.52: Measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down unloaded gap dipole 
array antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV at 3 m. 

 

 

Figure 4.53: Measured electric field signal of the pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole 
array antenna operating at a charging voltage of 75 kV at 3 m. 
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Figure 4.54: Power Spectral Density of the measured electric field signal of a pulsed ring-
down unloaded and loaded gap dipole array antenna at 3 m. 

Summary of pulsed ring-down antennas 
By evaluating and characterizing the performance of each of the various types of 

pulsed ring-down antennas that were constructed, we were able to determine the optimal 

antenna relative to a specific application.  To give an accurate comparison, Table 4.1 has 

been constructed and shows the operating characteristics of each type of pulsed ring-

down antenna.  Relative to our application of increasing on target peak power and peak to 

peak electric field values, we find that the optimal antenna choices are the loaded gap 

dipole antenna and the log periodic antenna.  The performances of other antenna 

structures are focused in other areas of interest, for instance, the dipole array exhibits 

very low peak to peak electric field values but has a very broad operating bandwidth.  

Also, the coaxial cone antenna operates with a moderate bandwidth (Br = 1.60) and at 

lower frequencies, but has low peak to peak electric field values as well.  With the 

available performance evaluation available, the correct choice of antenna for 

implementation in the pulsed ring-down phased array will be much easier.    
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Table 4.1: Overall performance evaluation of single element pulsed ring-down antennas 
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CHAPTER V 

5. PULSED RING-DOWN PHASED ARRAY SYSTEM 
 Upon completing the performance evaluation and characterization of various 

single element pulsed ring-down antenna structures, one can design and construct a 

phased array based on the final application needs.  If the application desires a larger 

bandwidth with some peak power, then a phased array of log periodic antennas would be 

a relevant choice.  The user may encounter phasing issues do to the various frequency 

components with this type of setup.  If the end application requires high peak power with 

high peak to peak electric field values and can operate with a narrow bandwidth, then the 

loaded gap dipole antenna would be a relevant choice.  Once again, the choice of the 

radiating antenna structure is dependent upon the desired application and results.  For 

simplicity and ease, the initial approach to designing and testing the pulsed ring-down 

phased array system utilizes the pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole antenna.  Previously, 

we have seen peak to peak electric field voltages of up to 1700 V/m at a 3 m distance or a 

figure of merit of 5100 V.  The figure of merit is also known as the far voltage and is the 

range-normalized peak-radiated electric field, and is defined as  

f pV RE= ,                    5.1 

Where R is the distance at which the electric field was measured.  The figure of merit 

allows a normalized performance comparison between various radiating systems.   

Ideally, implementing this antenna into a phased array should increase the peak to 

peak electric field values N times, where N is the number of elements within the array.  

The most simplistic array design to begin with is the end-fire array, where the main beam 

lies on the center axis and has a zero degree phase shift.  Based upon the number of 
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elements and the spacing between them, the main lobe 3 dB beam width can be 

calculated by  

dcos +kψ θ δ= ,                   5.2 

where k = 360˚/λ, d is the element spacing in wavelengths, ψ is the space angle of a 3 dB 

level equal amplitude distribution array, and δ is the phase shift between elements [09].  

For testing purposes of the pulsed ring-down array, a five element array will be 

constructed.  Using Table 5.1, we find that a five element array has a 3 dB space angle of 

ψ = 32.46˚.  In order to minimize the development of extra side lobes, the element 

spacing is recommended to be less than λ/2, thus for the pulsed ring-down array, the 

elements will have a spacing of λ/4.  For now, the phase shift between the elements will 

be set at 0˚, thus δ = 0˚. Substituting these values into equation 5.1, we find the 3 dB 

beam width of the main lobe to be 

32.46acos =acos 111.41 68.86 42.28360d
4

k
ψ

λ
λ

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟± °⎛ ⎞ = ° − ° = °⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ °⎝ ⎠ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

,              5.3 

 

Table 5.1: ψ-Space Angles of 3 dB and 10 dB levels of an Equal Amplitude Distribution 
Array [09]. 
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For simplicity, the array beam width can be expressed as the Half Power beam width, an 

approximation method, and is defined as 

HPBW=50.76 =
Nd
λ

° ,                  5.4 

where N is the number of elements in the array.  Using this approximation method, the 

beam width is 40.6˚ instead of the 42.28˚ previously calculated with equation 5.1.  Once 

again, this is for a uniform amplitude distribution array system.  Figure 5.1 shows the 

relative radiation pattern for the five element array with 0˚ phase shift and λ/4 spacing 

between elements. 

 

Figure 5.1: Relative radiation pattern for a 5 element array with a 0˚ phase shift between 
elements and λ/4 spacing. 

 

At this point it is clear to see this is not a true end-fire radiation pattern and is due 

to the progressive phase shift (δ) in between the elements.  Initially, we set the 

progressive phase shift to 0˚ for simplicity, but for the array to be a true end fire array, the 

progressive phase shift is defined as 
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360 d cosδ θ
λ

− °
= ,                   5.5 

where θ is the direction angle in which the beam is to be centered upon.  In the case of the 

five element array with the λ/4 element spacing and the main beam centered at 0˚ (θ = 

0˚), then the progressive phase angle between elements would be 

360
4 90

λ

δ
λ

⎛ ⎞− °⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠= = − °                   5.6 

This results in the radiation pattern shown in Figure 5. shown below. 

 

Figure 5.2: Radiation pattern for a five element end-fire array with -90˚ progressive shift 
and λ/4 element spacing. 

 

 For initial testing of the phased array, a single trigger source with delay lines was 

utilized to trigger the switches of the pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole antennas.  

Further design of the trigger source and delay line construction will be discussed in the 

next section.  In order to setup an end-fire array, the proper delay line lengths must be 
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utilized.  For initial testing, the lines were set with a 0 ns delay between each line, thus 

resulting in a 0˚ progressive phase shift between the elements.  The expected results 

should be that similar to the previously discussed and a radiation pattern similar to Figure 

5.1.  To set up the end-fire array properly, a progressive delay of -90˚ must be present.  

To relate the progressive phase shift into delay line lengths, several calculations must be 

performed.  First, relating the phase shift angle into delay times, we find 

1
f( ) (deg)

360
sδ δ=

°
,                   5.7 

where f is the fundamental operating frequency of the antenna structure(s).  Substituting 

in the progressive phase shift and the 100MHz frequency operation, we find the delay to 

be 2.5 ns.  Utilizing the properties of delay lines, we can calculate the necessary section 

length to give us the appropriate delay.  Utilizing standard coaxial cable, we start with 

finding the characteristic impedance of the line by 

0
LZ
C

= ,                    5.8 

where L is the inductance per meter and C is the capacitance per meter.  Typically, 

manufacturers give the characteristic impedance and the capacitance per meter 

specifications on the coaxial cable, thus the inductance per meter must be found.  

Knowing the capacitance and inductance per meter, we can find the delay per meter by 

Delay (s) L C= ⋅                    5.9 

Thus, through substitution of values, the typical delay of a 50 Ω coaxial cable with a solid 

polyethylene core is 5.052 ns per meter or 1.54 ns per foot.  Utilizing these calculations, 
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we can construct the appropriate delay lines for the pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole 

antenna phased array system.  

Constructing a pulsed ring-down phased array system 
For the pulsed ring-down phased array to operate properly, careful design 

considerations must be taken into account.  Since the system is a brand new system, a 

large amount of flexibility was put into the design of the system.  Beginning with the 

fundamental component of the pulsed ring-down antenna, a new switch design was 

implemented to include a trigger mid-plane in the spark gap so that it may be triggered 

instead of allowing it to self break.  Since the optimal location of the trigger plane was 

unknown, it was designed to be adjustable via locating spacers that either moved it up or 

down relative to center of the electrode gap.  Figure 5.3 shows the newly designed Bruce 

profile electrode spark gap with trigger mid plane and locating spacers.  The order in 

which the gap is assembled is also shown in the picture starting from the left and moving 

to the right.  Beginning with the lower spark gap housing, the electrode is mounted 

followed by the three locating spacers, the mid-plane trigger, six more locating spacers, 

and then the final upper housing with the mounted electrode.  In this configuration, the 

mid-plane is 0.055” closer to the cathode.  The same type of design was implemented 

with the loaded gap switch and is shown in Figure 5.4.  The assembly of the loaded gap is 

a little more complex since the electrodes are first mounted to the center capacitor.  The 

trigger mid-plane must be placed in between the electrodes before completely mounting 

the electrodes to the center capacitor.  The entire center assembly is then placed into the 

lower spark gap housing following the placement of the first three mid-plane locating 

spacers.  This is shown in Figure 5.5, which the remaining components are added.  Once 
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the gap is assembled the locking nuts (1/2” – 20 brass nut) on top hold the gap together 

and must be removed before disassembling the loaded spark gap. 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Bruce profile electrode spark gap assembly with trigger plane and locating 
spacers. 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Loaded gap spark gap assembly with trigger plane and locating spacers. 
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Figure 5.5: Loaded gap spark gap assembly with trigger plane and locating spacers during 
mid assembly. 

 
  

Upon assembling the main switches of the antenna elements, the single element 

antennas can be fully assembled.  The most critical part about designing the phased array 

is the switch triggering method.  The antennas are designed to operate with specific 

capacitance and inductance values, thus the introduction of a transmission line or any 

other line without proper isolation will influence the operation of the antenna.  Typically 

for isolation, an isolation capacitor is placed in series with the trigger plane, but by doing 

so would significantly change the capacitance of the switch and alter the radiating signal 

of the antenna.  For this reason, high impedance resistors are utilized instead.  Figure 5.6 

shows the resistor configuration with the 100 MΩ resistors placed in series with the 

positive and negative connections of the trigger pulser delay line.  There are also two, 

100 MΩ resistors in series (200 MΩ) for the positive and negative charging connections 

on the antenna itself.  Ideally, the triggering method for the antennas switch would be a 
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non-intrusive method, where there is no additional energy introduced during switching.  

This is a very difficult task to accomplish while using this type of triggering method since 

it adds additional energy to create electrical breakdown within the spark gap.  The 

addition of the isolation resistors does affect the amount of energy delivered and since the 

impedance is so high, the triggering method now relies upon field distortion instead of 

arc development.  Several problems arise from this approach and will be discussed 

further in Chapter 5.   

 

 

Figure 5.6: Resistor configuration for antenna charging and trigger pulser isolation. 
 
 

 The trigger pulser utilized is based upon a previously built 20-stage Marx 

generator that is placed in a metal tube (in a coaxial arrangement) too reduce any EMI 

development since it is classified as a “noisy neighbor” [11].  At the output of the Marx 

Generator, five 50Ω balancing resistors have been placed in series with the five delay 
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lines.  This prevents any reflected signals from the spark gaps from reflecting back and 

retriggering the spark gaps.  These resistors also help protect the Marx generator from 

any reflected pulses as well.  To prevent internal breakdown of the Marx generator, the 

entire encased region is back-filled with SF6 gas (at atmospheric pressure) while the 

Marx generator itself utilizes compressed air.  Figure 5.8 shows the entire array 

assembled and ready for in-field testing. 

 

Figure 5.7: 20-stage Marx generator with five delay lines for spark gap triggering.  
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Figure 5.8: Assembled five element pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole phased array. 
 

Initial testing of the pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole phased array 
Upon completing the construction of the phased array system, an initial evaluative 

test needed to be performed.  As with all newly developed systems, progressive testing 

must occur in order to fully understand the impact of each variation added to the 

previously tested system.  In this case, the previous system is the operation of the single 

element pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole antenna.  Beginning with a single element, 

we must examine the impact of adding a mid-plane trigger within the spark gap switch.  

The antenna was dc charged to a reasonable level (40 kV) and then allowed to self break, 

and the radiated electromagnetic field was once again measured with the Prodyn 

differential free field D-dot sensor previously mentioned in Chapter 3.   Figure 5.9 gives 

a comparison of the electric field signal from the previously measured single element 
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pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole antenna without a mid-plane present, and the 

measured electric field from the single element pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole 

antenna with a mid-plane that is implemented in the phased array.  There is a slight 

impact upon the radiated signal with the presence of a mid-plane, mainly in the switching 

noise at the beginning of the RF cycle period. 

 

Figure 5.9: Comparison of radiated electric field signal of a single element pulsed ring-
down loaded gap dipole antenna without and with a mid-plane present (6 m far field 

distance). 
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 To verify the non-intrusive design of the trigger generator, a single element 

pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole antenna was triggered with the Marx generator and 

the electric field was measured as well.  As shown in Figure 5.10, the introduction of a 

trigger source slightly alters the electric field signal shape.  The overall peak to peak 

electric field is still present, but the signal barely exhibits a form of a damped sinusoid 

signal as before.  Interestingly, there is a large low frequency component present and is 

derived from the trigger generator itself.  To show and verify this, the radiated signal 

from the antenna while utilizing the trigger generator solely (antenna was not dc 

charged), is shown in Figure 5.11.  Taking the power spectral density of the Marx 

generator signal (Figure 5.12), we find the presence of the large lower frequency 

component seen in the triggered single element pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole 

antenna electric field signal.  

 

Figure 5.10:  A triggered, single element pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole antenna 
measured electric field at 6 m. 
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Figure 5.11: Radiated Marx generator signal from antenna without antenna dc charged at 
6 m. 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Power Spectral Density of the electric field signal measured from the Marx 
trigger generator at 6 m. 
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Upon understanding the effect of a trigger source upon the pulsed ring-down 

loaded gap dipole antenna, we now have an expectation of the measured signal from the 

five element phased array.  Utilizing the previously mentioned design of 0˚ progressive 

phase shift between elements, the pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole phased array was 

tested.  Initially, a few problems arose, where only one gap was properly triggering from 

the trigger generator.  This was due to the in-series resistance of 100 MΩ being too low 

(positive and ground sides), and was increased to the same resistance as the dc charging 

resistors of 200 MΩ.  After this was completed, some reliability of multiple gap 

triggering was established and the measured electric field radiated from the phased array 

is shown in Figure 5.13.  Ideally, we would expect a peak to peak electric field 

multiplication factor of 5 to be present, which in this case is not.  This brings the 

realization of the effect of jitter.  If the jitter between the triggering of the gaps is too 

large, then there wouldn’t be a proper summation of electromagnetic waves.  Examining 

the jitter, as shown in Figure 5.14, we find that only two antennas accurately 

synchronized to increase the overall peak to peak electric field.  The jitter shown is 

mainly due to the decreased energy available to properly trigger/drive the spark gaps.  

Although, if the energy was increased, then the overall radiated signal from the antenna 

would significantly change.  Future design changes in the method of triggering the 

antenna switches will be necessary to accurately synchronize the phased array.  Figure 

5.15 shows the operation of the pulsed ring-down phased array in a nighttime 

environment. 
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Figure 5.13: Measured electric field of the pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole phased 
array system at 6 m. 

 

 

Figure 5.14:  Measured jitter of the pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole phased array 
system (peak detect mode). 
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Figure 5.15: Operating pulsed ring-down phased array in a nighttime environment. 
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    CHAPTER VI 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The pulsed ring-down antenna has shown extensive improvement from its initial 

design and has earned some merit as a peak power radiating device.  By characterizing 

several various types of antenna structures as pulsed ring-antennas, we have developed a 

good understanding of the basic principles of operation.  Also, by constructing a transient 

based simulation antenna model within the COMSOL RF module, we can establish an 

initial performance evaluation of almost any type of antenna structure before physically 

constructing and testing it, thus saving time and cost in materials.  With the COMSOL 

simulation model based upon actual switch performance taken from experimental testing, 

the simulation parameters are virtually universal.  With the development of the capacitive 

loaded gap, the performance of certain antennas increased dramatically, while in other 

systems, it has shown the limitations on improvement.  These limitations mainly focus on 

how much added energy storage the antenna element can have before no longer radiating 

as intended, specifically the frequency and peak power levels.  In order to determine the 

optimal radiating structure for a specific application, six various antenna structures were 

evaluated and characterized with a basic Bruce profile spark gap switch and a capacitive 

loaded spark gap switch.  Various factors were examined, spanning from input power and 

spark gap pressures, to peak to peak electric field and power spectral density at two far 

field distances.  Based upon peak to peak electric field values, the two optimal radiating 

antenna structures found were the loaded gap dipole and the log periodic antenna (figure 

of merit: 5100 V).  These two antenna structures also exhibited the highest peak power 
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density out of all the antenna structures.  Utilizing these numbers, specifically the peak 

power density, we can determine what kind of effect they may have upon surrounding 

devices or equipment.  Knowing what kind of effects a radiating device has on other 

surrounding equipment is very critical, especially during testing where power, 

diagnostics, and measurement equipment are vulnerable.  Utilizing an effects nomograph, 

we can determine what classification the device fits into.  For example, utilizing a single 

element pulsed ring-down loaded gap dipole antenna with a peak power density of 2200 

W/m2 (0.22 W/cm2), looking at Figure 6.1, we find this single element antenna to be in 

the spoof range of effects.   

 

 

Figure 6.1: Nomograph for determining type of effect caused, can relate ERP, electrical 
power, and peak power [01]. 

 

By implementing multiple pulsed ring-down laded gap dipole antenna structures 

into a phased array, the peak power density can be greatly increased and the effects could 

shift into a more suitable category dependent upon the final application need.  For initial 
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testing purposes, a small phased array of five elements was constructed to examine the 

feasibility of a large phased array system.  The phased array utilized conventional spark 

gap switching methods, but quickly became a design problem since it would change the 

electrical characteristics of the switch and thus affect the radiating signal.  Ideally, a non-

intrusive switching method would be implemented for switching the antennas in phase.  

For initial testing, the phased array has shown some interesting results relative to 

operating as an increased peak power on target system. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A 

COMSOL RF module fundamental equations 
 
References: [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17] 

Maxwell’s Equations:  

 The general time varying fields are, 

DH J
t

∂
∇× = +

∂
               A.1 

BE
t

∂
∇× =

∂
                A.2 

D ρ∇ ⋅ =                 A.3 

B 0∇ ⋅ =                 A.4 

.   Also needed is the equation for continuity, which is written as 

ρJ
t

∂
∇ ⋅ =

∂
.                A.5 

  

Medium Properties: 

In order to have a completely closed system, the properties of the medium must be 

included.  These relations are 

0D E Pε= +                 A.6 

0B (H M)µ= +                A.7 

J Eσ=                 A.8 
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For ease of simulation and time, use of linear materials allows simplification within the 

equations.  For linear materials, the electric polarization vector and magnetization vector 

are expressed as 

0P χ Eeε=                 A.9 

M χ Hm=               A.10 

Then by substituting and simplifying, we can rewrite the electric and magnetic flux 

density as  

0 0D (1 χ )E= Ee rε ε ε ε= + =             A.11 

0 0B (1 χ )H= He rµ µ µ µ= + = ,            A.12 

 

Port Inputs: 

 It is sometimes useful to express input variables or constants in terms of voltages 

(V) and currents (A).  This is the method used within the port excitation boundary 

conditions, where the input is expressed in terms of volts (V).  For this reason, it is 

helpful to write the relations as  

B A= ∇×               A.13 

AE V-
t

∂
= −∇

∂
              A.14 

This allows the input variables to be in terms of potentials. 

  

Energy/losses: 

Another critical area in modeling is expressing the total amount of energy and the 

losses associated with the media.  The electric and magnetic energies are defined as 
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D

V 0

W ( E D) Ve d d= ⋅∫ ∫              A.15 

V 0

W ( H B) V
B

m d d= ⋅∫ ∫ ,             A.16 

where the time derivatives then become the electric and magnetic power and are 

expressed as 

V

DP E Ve d
t

∂
= ⋅

∂∫              A.17 

V

BP H Vm d
t

∂
= ⋅

∂∫ .             A.18 

We then can relate these values to the radiative and resistive energy loss via Poynting’s 

theorem [15], [16] 

V V

D BE H V= J E V (E H) n
S

d d dS
t t

∧∂ ∂⎛ ⎞− ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + × ⋅⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠∫ ∫ ∫ .         A.19 

In this case, V is the volume of simulation and S is the surrounding surface of the 

volume.  From here, we can break apart eqn A.19 into parts to simplify the resistive and 

radiative losses.  The first expression on the right hand side signifies the resistive losses 

and can be written as  

 

V

P J E Vh d= ⋅∫ .              A.20 

Also, in the same manner, the second expression on the right hand side signifies the 

radiative losses and can be expressed as 

P (E H) nr S
dS

∧

= × ⋅∫ ,             A.21 
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with 

S=E H×               A.22 

being the pointing vector [15], [16].  Since the simulation problem (the pulsed ring-down 

antenna) only contains linear and isotropic materials (assumed), we can then rewrite the 

relations as 

D E 1E E E E
2t t t

ε ε∂ ∂ ∂ ⎛ ⎞⋅ = ⋅ = ⋅⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ⎝ ⎠
           A.23 

B 1 B 1H B B B
2t t tµ µ

⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂
⋅ = ⋅ = ⋅⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ⎝ ⎠

.           A.24 

Changing the order of integration/differentiation,( assuming a constant volume and 

continuous fields within), the Poynting theorem can be rewritten as 

V V

1 1E E B B V= J E V (E H) n
2 2 S

d d dS
t

ε
µ

∧⎛ ⎞∂
⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + × ⋅⎜ ⎟∂ ⎝ ⎠

∫ ∫ ∫ .        A.25 

Thus, the total electromagnetic energy of the system is the integrand of the left-hand side 

of 

1 1E E B B
2 2e mw w w ε

µ
= + = ⋅ + ⋅ .           A.26 

  

Materials/boundary conditions: 

To complete the model analysis, one must also account for the physical boundaries and 

material interfaces within the simulation volume.  Thus, the proper boundary conditions 

must be applied.  The basic boundary conditions are expressed as 

2 1 2n (E E ) 0× − =              A.27 

2 1 2n (D D ) ρs⋅ − =              A.28 
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2 1 2n (H H ) Js× − =              A.29 

2 1 2n (B B ) 0⋅ − = ,             A.30 

When we encounter a boundary between a dielectric and a perfect conductor, the 

boundary conditions simplify to   

2 2-n E 0× =               A.31 

2 2-n D ρs⋅ =               A.32 

2 2-n H Js× =               A.33 

2 2-n B 0⋅ − = .              A.34 
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APPENDIX B 

Mathcad D-dot electric field compensation for Prodyn AD-55 
 

Area 3 10 3−
⋅ m2

⋅:=  mili 10 3−
:=  

file1 :=  

file2 :=

index count 0←

count count 1+←

file1count 0, file20 0, ≠while

countreturn

:=
index finds the matching index value  
between the two files to ensure initial 
 time alignment.   
CHECK TIMESTEP FOR  
EQUIVALENCY!!! 

timestep1 x 0←

y index←

y y 1+←

file1y 0, file10 0, while

x x 1+←

file1y 0, file1x y+ 0, while

z
file1y x+ 0, file1y 0, −

x
←

zreturn

:= timestep2 x 0←

y 0←

y y 1+←

file2y 0, file20 0, while

x x 1+←

file2y 0, file2x y+ 0, while

z
file2y x+ 0, file2y 0, −

x
←

zreturn

:=  

timestep1 1 10 10−
×=  

n 0 1, length file2 0〈 〉( ) 1−..:=  
timestep2 1 10 10−

×=  
Omatrixn 0, file2n 0, :=  
Omatrixn 1, file1n index+ 1, :=  
Omatrixn 2, file2n 1, :=  

compensates for the integration 
droop 

Efield n 0, Omatrixn 0, 
V
m

⋅:=  compensate n( ) 0.085
Efieldn 0, 

10 9−
⋅ 3.7

V
m

⋅+:=  

Req 100Ω:= Meg 106
:=  

ε o 8.854 10 12−
⋅

F
m

:=  n 10 9−
:=  

Cddot 0.796 10 12−
⋅ F:=  

Area Req⋅ εo⋅ 2.656 10 12−
× m s⋅=  
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Efieldn 1, 

Cddot
Area

Omatrixn 1, ⋅ V⋅
Omatrixn 2, V⋅ s⋅

Req Area⋅
+

ε o
compensate n( )+:=  

0 50 100
10−

5−

0

5

10

FFT check: Efield Efield
m
V

⋅:=  
stop2 67 10 9−

⋅:=  
stop 15.1− 10 9−

⋅:=  

index count 0←

count count 1+←

Efieldcount 0, stop≠while

countreturn

:= index2 count 0←

count count 1+←

Efieldcount 0, stop2≠while

countreturn

:=  

index 210=  
index2 867=

timestep1 x 0←

y 4←

y y 1+←

Efieldy 0, Efield0 0, while

x x 1+←

Efieldy 0, Efieldx y+ 0, while

z
Efieldy x+ 0, Efieldy 0, −

x
←

zreturn

:=

timestep1 1 10 10−
×=  

set index index 1+, index2..:=  

Efieldnewset index− 0, timestep1 set index−( )⋅:=

Efieldnew set index− 1, Efieldset 1, :=

pad 1.5 104
⋅:=  
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 datamatrix time Efieldnew0 0, timestep1 pad⋅( )−←

matrix 0 0( )←

xo 0←

velocity 0←

value 0←

index 0←

vector length length Efieldnew 0〈 〉( ) 1−←

value value←

newrow augment time value, ( )←

matrix stack matrix newrow, ( )←

time time timestep1+←

time Efieldnew0 0, ≤while

value Efieldnewindex 1, ←

newrow augment time value, ( )←

matrix stack matrix newrow, ( )←

time time timestep1+←

index index 1+←

time Efieldnewvectorlength 0, <while

value 0←

newrow augment time value, ( )←

matrix stack matrix newrow, ( )←

time time timestep1+←

time Efieldnewvectorlength 0, timestep1 pad⋅( )+<while

matrixreturn

:=
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0 50 100 150
10−

5−

0

5

10

0

0

 

No length datamatrix 1〈 〉( ):=  

fsample
1

timestep1 s⋅
:=  fsample 10 GHz⋅= SPECTRUM CFFT datamatrix 1〈 〉( ):=  

freq0 0GHz:=  
fmax 0.5 fsample⋅:=  fmax 5 GHz⋅=

i 1
No
2

..:=  freqi
i

No
fsample⋅:=  

AMPLITUDES i 2 SPECTRUM i:=

0 40 80 120 160 200

FFT Frequency Spectrum: 

Frequency (MHz)

A
m

pl
itu

de
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Integration sheet 
file :=  file2 :=

stop 40− 10 9−
⋅:=  timestep x 0←

y 8←

y y 1+←

filey 0, file0 0, while

x x 1+←

filey 0, filex y+ 0, while

z
filey x+ 0, filey 0, −

x
←

zreturn

:=

index count 0←

count count 1+←

filecount 0, stop≠while

countreturn

:=

g0 1, 0:=
n 0 1, length file 1〈 〉( )..:=  

m index index 1+, length file 1〈 〉( ) 2−( )..:=  

g m 1+ index−( ) 1, gm index− 1, timestep
filem 1, filem 1+ 1, +( )

2
⋅+:=  

g m index− 1+( ) 0, file m( ) 0, :=  

new cv 0←

hcv 1, gcv 1+ 1, ←

hcv 0, gcv 1+ 0, ←

cv cv 1+←

cv length g 0〈 〉( ) 1−<while

hreturn

:=

0 20 40 60 80

0.04−

0.02−

0

0.02

0.04

new 1〈 〉

10 9−

file2 1〈 〉

10 9−

new 0〈 〉

10 9−
20+

file2 0〈 〉

10 9−
20+, 
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APPENDIX C 

Matlab script for post processing from electric field signal 
 
function efieldextract(fileToRead1) 
%extract(FILETOREAD1) 
%  extracts data from the specified file into multiple single columns 
%  executes time shift and plots for verification 
  
close all; 
  
% Import the file 
DELIMITER = ','; 
HEADERLINES = 22; 
  
% Import the file 
newData1 = importdata(fileToRead1, DELIMITER, HEADERLINES); 
  
% Create new variables in the base workspace from those fields. 
vars = fieldnames(newData1); 
data = newData1.(vars{1}); 
  
%Time import and time shift 
Timeraw = data (:,1); 
Time = Timeraw - Timeraw(1);  %shifts the time to start at zero 
Timestep = (Time (5,1) - Time (4,1)); % determines the time step 
Fs =(1/Timestep) % Sampling frequency 
  
%break up remaining columns into single arrays 
Measuredraw = data(:,2); 
Measured = Measuredraw - Measuredraw(1); % this will shift the 
integration waveform, just make a note of it. 
IntMeasuredraw (1,1) = 0; %setup integration array 
for i = 2:length(Measured)  %integrate 
    IntMeasuredraw (i,1) = IntMeasuredraw (i-1,1) + Timestep*((Measured 
(i-1,1) + Measured (i,1))/2); 
end 
  
skew = -
IntMeasuredraw(length(IntMeasuredraw))/Time(length(IntMeasuredraw)); 
%determine the slope of skew 
skew2 = -data(length(data),3)/Time(length(data)); %finding skew of 
scope integration 
  
IntMeasured = IntMeasuredraw + skew*Time;  %correct for skewing 
%Plot the data for verification 
figure (1); 
plot ( Time, Measured, Time, IntMeasured); 
figure (2); 
plot ( Time, IntMeasured, Time, data(:,3)+skew2*Time);% comparing 
calculated integration against scope integration 
%implement transfer function 
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Cap = 1.592*10^-12; 
Area = 1*10^-2; 
Res = 100; 
Epsilon = 8.854 *10^-12; 
  
  
func1 = (Measured*(Cap/Area)); 
func2 = (IntMeasured/(Res*Area)); 
Efield = ((func1 + func2)/Epsilon); 
Type3 = 'Efield.jpg'; %adds title and file type to string 
Title3 = [fileToRead1 Type3]; 
  
%plot the Electric field 
figure (3); 
plot ( Time/10^-9, Efield,'LineWidth',2); 
xlim ([0 Time(length(Time))/10^-9]); 
title('Measured Electric Field','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
xlabel('Time (ns)','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
ylabel('Efield(V/m)','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
grid on; 
fh = figure(3); 
set(fh, 'color', 'white'); 
print ('-djpeg',Title3); 
  
%fft function 
L = length(Efield); 
NFFT = 2^nextpow2(L); % Next power of 2 from length of y 
Efieldfft = fft(Efield,NFFT)/L; 
f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2); 
  
% Plot single-sided amplitude spectrum. 
figure (4); 
ps = 2*abs(Efieldfft(1:NFFT/2)); 
logps = 20*log10(ps); 
Type4 = 'FFT.jpg'; %adds title and file type to string 
Title4 = [fileToRead1 Type4]; 
plot(f/10^6,ps,'LineWidth',2);  
xlim ([20 500]); 
title('Frequency Spectrum','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
xlabel('Frequency (MHz)','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
ylabel('|Efield(f)|','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
grid on; 
fh = figure(4); 
set(fh, 'color', 'white'); 
print ('-djpeg',Title4); 
  
%find the power spectral density of the Efield 
PSD = periodogram(Efield,[],NFFT-1,Fs); 
  
%Integrate to check with average power 
IntPSDraw (1,1) = 0; %setup integration array 
for r = 2:length(PSD)  %integrate 
    IntPSDraw (r,1) = IntPSDraw (r-1,1) + (f(2))*((PSD (r-1,1) + PSD 
(r,1))/2); 
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end 
%finding average power of time domian efield 
for r = 1:length(Efield) 
    Powerraw(r,1) = ((Efield(r,1)^2)); 
end 
  
IntPSD = IntPSDraw(length(IntPSDraw)); 
AvePower = sum(Powerraw)/length(Powerraw); 
  
%plot the PSD of the Efield 
figure (5); 
Type5 = 'powerFFT.jpg'; %adds title and file type to string 
Title5 = [fileToRead1 Type5]; 
plot(f/10^6,PSD/10^-6,'LineWidth',2); 
xlim([20 500]); 
title('Power Spectral Density','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
xlabel('Frequency (MHz)','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
ylabel('Power(uW/Hz)','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
grid on; 
fh = figure(5); 
set(fh, 'color', 'white'); 
print ('-djpeg',Title5); 
  
%determine the power density as a function of time 
for u = 1:length(Efield)  %integrate 
    PowerDensity(u,1) = (Powerraw(u,1)/377); 
end 
TotalPowerDensity(1) = PowerDensity(1); 
for u = 2:length(PowerDensity) 
TotalPowerDensity(u,1) = TotalPowerDensity(u-1,1) + PowerDensity(u,1); 
end 
  
figure (6); 
Type6 = 'powerdensity.jpg'; %adds title and file type to string 
Title6 = [fileToRead1 Type6]; 
plot(Time/10^-9,PowerDensity,'LineWidth',2); 
xlim([0 Time(length(Time))/10^-9]); 
title('Power Density','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
xlabel('Time (ns)','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
ylabel('Power Density (W/m^2)','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
grid on; 
fh = figure(6); 
set(fh, 'color', 'white'); 
print ('-djpeg',Title6); 
  
figure (7); 
Type7 = 'powerdensitydual.jpg'; %adds title and file type to string 
Title7 = [fileToRead1 Type7]; 
[AX,H1,H2] = plotyy(Time/10^-9,PowerDensity,Time/10^-9, 
TotalPowerDensity/10^3,'plot'); 
set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Power Density (W/m^2)','fontsize',12, 
'fontweight','b','color','black'); 
set(AX(1),'xlim',[0 Time(length(Time))/10^-
9],'YColor','black','Ytickmode','auto'); 
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set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Power Density Summation 
(kW/m^2)','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b','color','red') ; 
set(AX(2),'xlim',[0 Time(length(Time))/10^-
9],'YColor','black','Ytickmode','auto'); 
set(H1,'LineWidth',2); 
set(H2,'LineWidth',2,'color','red'); 
title('Power Density','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
xlabel('Time (ns)','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
grid on; 
fh = figure(7); 
set(fh, 'color', 'white'); 
print ('-djpeg',Title7); 
%determine the energy density as a function of time 
for q = 1:length(Efield)  %integrate 
    EnergyDensity(q,1) = (Powerraw(q,1))*(8.854*10^-12)*0.5; 
end 
TotalEnergyDensity(1) = EnergyDensity(1); 
for q = 2:length(EnergyDensity) 
TotalEnergyDensity(q,1) = TotalEnergyDensity(q-1,1) + 
EnergyDensity(q,1); 
end 
figure (8); 
Type8 = 'energydensity.jpg'; %adds title and file type to string 
Title8 = [fileToRead1 Type8]; 
plot(Time/10^-9,EnergyDensity/10^-6,'LineWidth',2); 
xlim([0 Time(length(Time))/10^-9]); 
title('Energy Density','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
xlabel('Time (ns)','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
ylabel('Energy Density (uJ/m^3)','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
grid on; 
fh = figure(8); 
set(fh, 'color', 'white'); 
print ('-djpeg',Title8); 
figure (9); 
Type9 = 'energydensitydual.jpg'; %adds title and file type to string 
Title9 = [fileToRead1 Type9]; 
[AX,H1,H2] = plotyy(Time/10^-9,EnergyDensity/10^-6,Time/10^-9, 
TotalEnergyDensity/10^-3,'plot'); 
set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Energy Density 
(uJ/m^3)','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b','color','black'); 
set(AX(1),'xlim',[0 Time(length(Time))/10^-
9],'YColor','black','Ytickmode','auto'); 
set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Energy Density Summation 
(mJ/m^3)','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b','color','red') ; 
set(AX(2),'xlim',[0 Time(length(Time))/10^-
9],'YColor','black','Ytickmode','auto'); 
set(H1,'LineWidth',2); 
set(H2,'LineWidth',2,'color','red'); 
title('Energy Density','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
xlabel('Time (ns)','fontsize',12, 'fontweight','b'); 
grid on; 
fh = figure(9); 
set(fh, 'color', 'white'); 
print ('-djpeg',Title9); 
%Determine what the peak Efield value is 
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Peak1 = Efield(1); 
Time1 = Time(1); 
for z = 1:length(Measured)-1 
    if Efield(z+1)>Peak1 
        Peak1 = Efield (z+1); 
        Time1 = Time (z+1); 
    end 
end 
Peak2 = Efield(1); 
Time2 = Time(1); 
for z = 1:length(Measured)-1 
    if Efield(z+1)<Peak2 
        Peak2 = Efield (z+1); 
        Time2 = Time (z+1); 
    end 
end 
Peak = Peak1-Peak2; 
Timediff = abs(Time1-Time2);% tells how far apart the two max. 
amplitudes are. 
%find the peak power spectral density 
Peak3 = PSD(5); 
f3= f(5); 
for z = 5:length(PSD)-1 
    if PSD(z+1)>Peak3 
        Peak3 = PSD (z+1); 
        f3 = f (z+1); 
    end 
end 
PowerSpectralDensityPeak=Peak3; 
  
%find the peak power density 
Peak4 = PowerDensity(1); 
Time4= Time(1); 
for z = 1:length(PowerDensity)-1 
    if PowerDensity(z+1)>Peak4 
        Peak4 = PowerDensity (z+1); 
        Time4 = Time (z+1); 
    end 
end 
PowerDensityPeak=Peak4; 
  
%find the peak energy density 
Peak5 = EnergyDensity(1); 
Time5= Time(1); 
for z = 1:length(EnergyDensity)-1 
    if EnergyDensity(z+1)>Peak5 
        Peak5 = EnergyDensity (z+1); 
        Time5 = Time (z+1); 
    end 
end 
EnergyDensityPeak=Peak5; 
writeout(Peak,AvePower, PowerSpectralDensityPeak,f3, 
PowerDensityPeak,Time4,EnergyDensityPeak,Time5) 
end 
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APPENDIX D 

Mathcad design sheet for a log periodic antenna 
 

 
 
100 MHZ to 300MHz Log periodic antenna λ/4 

f100 2 100⋅ MHz:=
τ 0.8:=  

f300 2 300⋅ MHz:=  
σ 0.1:=  

K1 1.01 0.519 τ⋅−:=  K2 7.08 τ
3

⋅ 21.3 τ
2

⋅− 21.98 τ⋅+ 7.30− σ 21.82 66 τ⋅− 62.12 τ
2

⋅+ 18.29 τ
3

⋅−( )⋅+:=  

λ100
c

f100
:=  λ300

c
f300

:=  

L1 K1 λ100⋅:=  
L1 89.158cm⋅=

K1 0.595=Num round 1

log
K2
K1

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞

⎠
log

f100
f300

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞

⎠
+

log τ( )
+

⎛⎜
⎜
⎜⎝

⎞
⎟

⎠
:=  Num 10=

length
2 L1⋅ σ⋅ 1 τ

Num 1−
−

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠⋅

1 τ−
:=  length 0.772m=

R1
2 L1⋅ σ⋅

1 τ−
0.892m=:=  

d1 2 σ⋅ L1⋅:=

L1 L1:=
n 2 3, Num..:=  R1 R1:=

Ln τ Ln 1−⋅ ...=:=  

d1 d1:=Rn τ Rn 1−⋅ ...=:=

diameter
L
70

:=  dn τ dn 1−⋅ ...=:=
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L

0

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0
0.892

0.713

0.571

0.456

0.365

0.292

0.234

0.187

0.15

0.12

m=

                    

R

0

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0
0.892

0.713

0.571

0.456

0.365

0.292

0.234

0.187

0.15

0.12

m=

                             

d

0

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0
0.178

0.143

0.114

0.091

0.073

0.058

0.047

0.037

0.03

0.024

m=

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

diameter

0

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0
0.501

0.401

0.321

0.257

0.205

0.164

0.131

0.105

0.084

0.067

in⋅=  

ladj
L 2.875in− 0.5in−

2
:=  

dadj d 0.25in−:=  

length 30.39 in⋅=  

ladj

0

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

-1.688
15.863

12.353

9.545

7.299

5.501

4.064

2.913

1.993

1.257

0.668

in⋅=  dadj

0

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

-0.25
6.77

5.366

4.243

3.344

2.626

2.05

1.59

1.222

0.928

0.692

in⋅=  
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APPENDIX E 

Measured electric field of the pulsed ring-down antennas at 3 m and 6 m 

                                                                                                       A:   

B:  C:    

                                                                 A:  

B:  C:  
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